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I have a full appreciation of the honor bestowed upon me as the recipient of
the dedication of this book; and I cannot help realizing the kindly feelings which
prompted this action.
School is not just a place to obtain knowledge, it is more than that; it is
the finishing plant where the weaknesses of the fabric are sought out and
strengthened; it is the burling room where the imperfections are cut off and the
product made more salable. School does not make you, but helps you make
yourself; and therein lies the great advantage. You cannot but be influenced by
your intimate contact with fellow-students and teachers, and these associations
are just as valuable to you as the facts learned in the classroom. All these help
to develop your character, which is the basis of your future reputation.
Truly you are now at the commencement of your life, and as the way opens
before you, you will have decisions to make with which no one can help you. As
you go out into the business world may I offer a few suggestions?
Remember that all life is a quest of pleasure; pleasure in work, pleasing
surroundings, pleasant associations, enjoyment in play. We are happiest when
doing the things we like to do; we then enjoy our work; we put our best efforts
into it, and get the best results out of it. Therefore, analyze yourself; try to
find the work you like the most and for which you are best fitted. If you are
unsuccessful at first, make the best of your present surroundings; gain all the
experience you can. You cannot be happy in work that is unpleasant to you,
but you can use it as a stepping stone to bigger things. Rome was not made in
a day; neither are the best workmen. Keep your analysis always before you,
and some day you will find that which will make you happiest. Here, then, will
be your big success.
Keep some of your thoughts to yourself and give the other fellow a chance
to express his opinions. Be appreciative of the efforts of your fellow-workers;
give credit "·here credit is due. A big man is never hurt by having an open mind,
and lending a willing ear to his subordinates.
If you are going to work for strangers don't try to show all your knowledge
or attempt to change the methods in a well-established plant at once. There may
be a reason for doing things a certain way, but if you consider your way an
improvement, bide your time and then make your suggestions.
Make friends wherever you can, for they are a valuable asset; be true to
them, for there are few things so disastrous as the loss of a good friend.
As you leave us, remember that if our school has helped you, tell others;
and bend your efforts toward increasing its usefulness, so that those who come
after you may have the benefit of a bigger and better institution.
To you whom I have had the pleasure of meeting in the classroom, and to
all others of the Class of 1926, I give my most sincere wishes for happiness and
success in the years to come.
HOWARD
A. WALTER.
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The staff, in sending forth this book, sincerely hope that it may, in the years
to come, be emblematic of the comradeship at old Textile, and that this Analysis,
may through the years be an ever better friend in recalling the problems and
diversions of our school days.
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As we turn these, the pages of our "Analysis," let us employ the "glass of
memory" and observe how chance and design have fashioned the fabric of our
We turn again to our fabric and observe that it is of three
lives at "Textile."
ply, and every ply of a different texture.
Let us now examine the first ply, othen,·ise known as our freshman year.
We will proceed diligently, and turn back to the very beginning of our three
years at school. How well we recall the day when we gathered as a class for
the first time; to receive a few words of guidance from our commander-in-chief,
Mr. France.
Incidentally, we took an arithmetic exam. for which privilege we had but
recently surrendered certain sums, better known as the matriculation fee. In
this we were ably assisted by one Thomas H. Wilson, a gentleman whose
acquaintance many of us were soon to improve.
These formalities having been disposed of, we began in earnest to master
industry in whose very rudiments many of
the fundamentals of an industry-an
us had but a scant knowledge. Incredible as it may seem at this time, it is a
matter of record, that there were those among us who did not know a mule
from a loom, or a card from a drawing frame.
Our next step was to master the intricacies of the schedule. It was at this
time that we were to learn to just what high estate we had been called by acquiring the degree of A, E, G, or J, as an appendage to our names. Following the
F01chedule proved an interesting little game, for great is its significance.
example, we were to learn that if the letter A was to land in the square 9-12,
opposite the block marked Tuesday, certain of us we1-e doomed to pump a hand
loom by the hour, while certain other luckless fellows would be compelled to
make the fly-frames fly, and the draw-frames draw.
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Through the seemingly inexhaustible patience of Mr. Naab, and with the
help of many gyrations, called "turning around," we lowly freshmen were initiated into the mysteries of yarn manufacture.
With Mr. McLain we carefully
studied many new "motions," chief among them the "shedding" and "picking"
motions, not forgetting the equally important "picking-out" motion. After many
hours of note-taking we were all convinced that "when the bell rings the
attendant stops the machine." With Mr. Algeo and Mr. Cox we invented
weaves, and made designs, the like of which had never before been seen in the
industry-nor
since. To Mr. Geise and Mr. Kaiser fell the task of explaining
just why these great creations would not be exactly acceptable to the trade.
Life was not all work, however. The Art School Reception, run ostensibly
for the amusement of the freshmen,· gave those of social inclination an opportunity to enlarge their acquaintance. The usual noon hour brought forth many
wizards with the ivories of the felted sward, while each and every one improved
his capacity for eating smoke and telling tall tales. The school teams gave those
of athletic ability a chance to display their prowess, the class being represented
in basketball, baseball, tennis, and track. Exams, too, proved quite a diversion!
We had scarcely recovered from our bout with mid-years, when the hosts of
finals were upon us. It was a long and bitter battle-our
ranks were greatly
thinned. The survivors, sadder though wiser, broke ranks for the summer, to
assemble again in September.
We now have before us the second ply in the fabric of our life at "Textile,"
known as our junior year.
The first few days of this period were those of readjustment. Many familiar faces were among those missing. Many were the partnerships that were
broken, and many new combinations formed. The pursuit of Gossypium was
forsaken for that of the Ovis Aries. With Mr. Lockwood and Mr. Jennings,
we determined from the inspection of the one time covering of Sir Ovis Aries
from just what part of the globe the gentleman hailed; and whether his liquid
refreshments had been of an alkaline nature, or otherwise.
Hand weaving was exchanged for a variety in which the motive power
was not entirely furnished by the operative-for
which we were duly thankful.
Under the guidance of Mr. Pfeiffer we soon realized the inadvisability of "a
jump from one to four," or putting two shuttles in the same box at the same
time. As a part of this course many hours were spent in the drawing-in roomhours which will long hold a cherished place in the annals of the Class of '26.
Chemistry now took its place in our lives. With Mr. Theel and Mr. Byler
we bent glass tubes into a variety of fantastic figures, assembled apparatus of
an imposing appearance, and produced an assortment of obnoxious odorsmuch to the discomfort of ourselves and the other classes in the building. Dyeing, too, proved of great interest. Under the direction of Mr. Bertolet and Mr.
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Goodavage, each and every man was given an opportunity to display that artistic coloring ability developed in color harmony classes the previous year.
With the close of the second year came the departure of our friends of the
specialized courses. The "sheep ticks," "boll weevils," and "silk worms," of
the crop of 1925 were to take their place in the industry. We wished them the
best of luck, each at his chosen game, while we of the regular class return for
a final year of scholastic endeavor.
Our analysis is nearing completion. We have reached the final ply, our
senior year. From a group of ninety men we return as a class of but thirtyNew partnerships are
two. Once more we have a period of readjustment.
again formed. Half our number elect to continue the study of wool and worsted,
with Mr. Lockwood; while the other group renew the study of cotton, with Mr.
Naab. We had scarcely gotten the ball rolling before the "quarter" was over,
bringing the first change in our schedule. With Mr. Walters we began the
study of qualitative chemical analysis. At mid-years a second change was made.
The study of yarn manufacture was exchanged for that of power weaving, and
qualitative gave way to quantitative analysis.
Our final year at Textile is about to close. The Class of 1926 will soon set
forth to take its place in industry. With a sense of pride we may look back at
the record of our three years at school. With this record in mind we may look
to the future with a feeling of confidence and a promise of greater things to come.
To our friends of the faculty we owe a great debt. Their years of patient
instruction and friendly understanding constitute for us a debt that cannot readily be repaid. We can only hope that the success of their efforts may be so
reflected in our success through life, as to be for them a source of constant satisfaction.
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SENIORS

"Milt"

MIL TON M. ABRAMS
8817 Bay Parkway
Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stuyvesant

High . chool.

Vice-President of Club, '26.
2nd Year Director, '2-t.
igma Phi Tau.
"Handsome is as handsome does." All true enough, but we could very well reverse the
above saying in this case as follows, "Handsome does that handsome is." Knowing Milton
one could not deny the truth in both of these gracious statements.
For three years, Milton, whom we all agree, represents personality plus, has given us
many things which we will remember him by. Active in the athletic council, vice-president
of the Textile Club and known throughout the school by his pleasant words for everyone,
certainly lead us to believe that his success in an active business life will be assured.
And as for women-certainly
Rudolph Valentino hasn't a chance. Prizes for the bestlooking girl at all our affairs were invariably awarded to Milton's. Strangely enough each
wondered whether she wa the "only girl."
We know that when he does find her, the only girl, he'll parade through the school with
her and show her the mule, the drawing-in room and our resting place, the jacquard room.
Don't wait too long, Milt.
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JOHN A. BETTES,

JR.

168 Christopher . t.
::\Iontclair, N. J.
Montclair High
chool.
Class Historian, '26.
Delta Kappa Phi.
We have a specimen of the genus "Homo Americanus."
Allowing for the flattering
powers of the photographer's art, it becomes easy to identify the above print as the likeness
of the species "J erscyitis."
This species may be readily determined by its speech, in that
most of this variety suffix an "r" to e,·ery word possible. This fact enables us to scientifically differentiate between the species "J erseyitis" and the sub-genus "Southernensis."
We number John A. among our most ardent students. John considers any statement
worthless unless he knows the why and wherefore of it. We will wager that many a professor has mentally scratched his head when John asked, as he so often has, "Why is that
true?"
Johnny takes particular pleasure in solving problems in Weave Formation.
Bettes hails from a city of successful business men, and we cannot help but think that
he will set for them a new standard of success. If knowledge is power, John sure aims to
be mighty.
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EMORY A. BREUER
381 E. 36th St.
Paterson, N. J.
Paterson High School.
Busines :.Ianager, ANALYSIS,
Crowfoot.
Phi Psi.

'26.

When this lad first came to school in the bell-bottom trousers, we didn't fully appreciate that they were the "coming things." But on longer acquaintance we got used to
the
unusualities of this unusual classmate, and he has been emulated even to the point of forgetting to wear garters.
A great deal of credit belongs to Sloppy for the successful way in which he has carried out the business details of this annual.
Chemistry has been Breuer's fayoritc subject, and this year he was unanimously elected
captain of the water bottle team.
Sloppy intends to go into the silk game and prove that rayon will never replace
real
thing. His pleasing personality and "happy-go-lucky" manner have always made the
him
welcome addition to any gathering, and he seems to have a way with the ladie , though youa
might find him non-committal on that subject.
Our best wishes go with you, Sloppy, and may the silk worm live forever.
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"Coyk"

MARTIN

S. COYKENDALL

202 cenic Drive
Knoxville, Tenn.
University of Tennessee.
Associate Editor, ANALYSIS, '26.
Some young men have a way, or knack, of getting along life's road by means of a
delightful personality; while others find their places only by hard work, together with an
exacting neatness.
However, the young man whose picture adorns this page has been imbued with both of
these qualities, and Philadelphia has been very fortunate to ha,·e him within her portals for
the past three years, despite the strong and persistent attempts on General Butler's part to
destroy all incentives for remaining.
Now, Mart, you are about to return to the Land of Cotton, evolution trials and "Maw"
Fergusons, but surely no Butler nor Carneys to disturb the peace.
May the vast amount of textile engineering which you have absorbed during those three
long years here be ever helpful to you, and may you, without hesitation, climb to the topmost rung of the ladder of success, reached only by thoughtfulness and perseverance.
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"Doclme:y"

EDWARD
Harri burg Academy.

F. DOEHNE

2300 }.f arket
t.
Harrisburg, Pa.

This innocent-looking lad arri,·ed in Philly three years ago from the wilds of Harrisburg and after struggling through an entrance exam was admitted with a clean card to the
Philadelphia Textile School. \\'e often wonder why Ed took up textiles, for, with a build
like his, he certainly would make a wonderful trainer for omeone.
Ed is a punctual, hard-working fellow and is always ready to gi,·e a friend a friendly
lap on the back.
·we look forward to great things from you, Ed. With the knowledge you have accumulated at school and the never-ending advice that you obtained from your partner in the
first two years, you should turn out to be a shining light in the textile world.
The class wishe you luck and success in all that you may undertake.
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"Art," "Oi11st"

ARTHUR

0. ERNST

83 Larchmont
Larchmont,

Ave.
. Y.

Mamaroneck High School.
Chairman Social Committee, '26.
Manager of Basketball, '26.
Crowfoot.
If silence were golden Ernst would be a pauper. He sure can talk and do it to the
delight of the cla s. Ernst's success at school, however, cannot be attributed to his vocal
ability alone, as he takes a great liking to knocking the exams for a goal. Twice he was
awarded the prize for highest rating, which only goes to show that he know his stuff. But
this would lead one lo believe that Ernst i studious, which i all wrong. Hi able management of the basketball team has proven that all his abilities do not run along scholastic
lines.
Ernst is yery popular about the school and often tried to stir up chool spirit which
hobbies arc
did not manifest itself when it meant going out to support the team. Ernst'
many and varied and include the following: Pushing the ivories, at which he sometimes is
Football is his favorite
lucky, building radio sets, and ccing good shows at the theatres.
sport, which brings to mind his favorite expression, "\\That'll you bet?" In all, Ernst has
demonstrated to us al school that he posse ses those qualities which spell success in the textile field.
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"IJ'illie''

WILLIAM

P. GARTENBERG,
100 Stratford
Newark,

Ph.G.

Place
. J.

N. J. College of Pharmacy.
Willie comes to us all the way from the metropolis of New Jersey, and, by the way,
this is not the first time the school has been honored with his presence.
Four years ago vVillie completed the first two years of the regular course and for some
unknown reason left us and dove head first into pharmacy and did the small thing of graduating from the N. J. College of Pharmacy.
But it seems that Willy did not mix well with
the drug business, or else he mixed the wrong dose for someone, so back to us he came.
Besides being a student, he is a pool shark, and we don't mean maybe; he has won both
the tournaments held this year. Bill is a good-natured fellow and always willing to lend
a helping hand to one in need.
The class feels honored in haYing you graduate with them and may the best of luck
go with you always.
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"Lott"

LOUIS F. HAAGE
220 W. Glenwood Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Central High School.
Lou is one of those boy who go home once a day while the rest of us must be atisfied to go home once a month, if that. Though he liYes in Philly, he has a redeeming virtue of not bragging about it.
Lou is in favor of starting an intercollegiate handball league. The only game he prefers to handball is handball. He is also interested in a gentleman named Benny Bass. By
way of explanation, Benny is a prize fighter. Ask Lou.
"Girls do not interest me," ays Haage, and though he has never brought her around
to any of the dances, we have proof to the contrary.
He is quite a dramatic critic, too, and manages to see most of the shows in town sooner
or later.
Lou plans to show South America how the wheels go 'round in a real textile mill. If
he is as wel\ liked by Chileans as by his classmates, we are sure that his life's work will be
a congenial and successful one.
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"J ohimy"

JOHN W. R. HARDING,
4729 Leiper St.
Frankford, Philadelphia,

JR.

Pa.

Frankford High School.
Baseball, '26.
Phi Psi.
When the Frankford High chool handed John his diploma, Textile welcomed the man
of many names. He was christened John William Richard Harding, Jr., but to the fellows
at school he is known as Johnny, Cy, Jack, sometimes as John and much more often as
Farmer.
But no matter what his name is, this youth of the ready smile is popular with everyone.
His encounters with the Siamese twins, which usually ended in a suspender pulling contest, have furnished the class much amusement.
But John is of a forgiving nature, and
this, coupled with his willingness to help anyone and everyone, even to the neglect of his
own lessons, has earned him a warm spot in the hearts of all of us.
If Johnny is as successful in the business world as he has been in gaining our respect,
he is sure to become a leading figure in the textile trade. Johnny, your pals wish you every
success.
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HAROLD

C. HARTZELL
N. Main St.
azareth, Pa.

Nazareth High School.
Delta Kappa Phi.
You never heard of
We have with us today Mr. Harold C. Hartzell, of Nazareth.
Nazareth?
Well, neither have we! However, Harold has, after years of practical experience, established a reputation as an authority on women's silk hosiery and underwear.
In
all fairness it must be said that he has also e tablished an enviable reputation along other
lines. Upon certain eventful occasions, generally known to the textile students as working
periods, it has been noted that, in the opinion of our faculty as a whole, Harold's work
has been of a quality surpassed by few, if any, of his fellow-students.
His ability along
mechanical lines, and his knack of h-andling tools, have also proven helpful on numerous
occasions.
Wise men have said, "Where there's a will there's a way." If Harold's success at
school may be taken as a criterion of his success through life, we may all see the day when
the average man will think of Nazareth, not only as a town in far-off Palestine, but as the
home of the Hartzell Hosiery Mills.
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"Bob," "Pretz"

THOMAS

ROBERT

HUGHES

405 Reading Ave.
West Reading, Pa.
Reading High School.
Photographic Editor, ANALYSIS,'26.
Track Team, '24 and '25.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Bob left the well-known city of Reading, where they knit pretzels, to join us at Textile,
so that he could learn how to incorpora,te some of Mr. Algeo's weaves into pretzels. He has
already invented the <loupe pretzel, which contains more holes and less pretzel than any
heretofore made.
At the end of the second year, Bob became entangled in a matrimonial venture, and
since then we have seen very little of him, as he has become President of the "Three Hours
for Lunch" Club! This speaks well for his wife's cooking.
Bob has been one of our tar trackmen, and as a class we extend our thanks to him for
his faithful work which, to a large extent, made the ANALYSISa success. His everlasting
smile and absolute sincerity have won for him many friends, and they all join in wi hing
him good luck and a steady pace up the ladder of true success and fame.
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"Keeg," "Gawd,y"

GORDON

W. KEEGAN

Danielson, Conn,
Rhode Island State College.
Humor Editor, ANALYSIS,'26,
Secretary of Senior Class,
Crowfoot, '25,
Phi Psi.
As soon as "Keeg" en le red room 110 and knocked the entrance exam for a loop, one
could see that he did it in uch a manner as a football player extraordinary,
for it was
he that almost beat Notre Dame single handed several seasons ago.
Old "Gawdy" is right on the spot when it comes to the ladies, His art school friends
are numei,ous, and no doubt he tries out his alibis on them before springing them on the
profs. He is quite a student though; Mr, Giese always using his work to correct ours by.
When it comes rto securing supplies no one can beat him. In the wool room he takes a
sample of each new lot going through. At the present time he has enough wool on hand
to make a pair of trou ers, and by the end of school he hopes to have enough for a whole
suit.
"Keeg" has not gone out for athletics very strongly,
However, he did take up the
old Spanish game and became quite an expert in it. "Keeg" some day might migrate to
:Mexico City where the surrounding country will be more fitted to his sport and the employment question for this will be easily answered. Wherever he does go we wish him all the
success there is. Good luck to you, boy, you carry the best wishes of the whole class
with you.
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"Roy"

ROYLE

L. KRAUSS

Elkins Park, Pa.
Lafayette College.
Delta Phi Psi.
Roy passed through the portals of Textile three years ago and immediately made his
mark in the class. His ready wit, cheerful smile and everlasting flow of stories have lightened the weary days for his clas mates. His one flaw is his addiction to telephone calls;
having seen the reasons, we can readily excuse him.
However, these calls were usually made during recess periods at 10.30 and 2.30, a
recent addition to our curriculum inaugurated by Krauss and Pohlers, Ineb. At these
periods anyone might take advantage of a trip to Liggett's and return, 15 cents, milk shake
included, under their careful guidance.
We have no reason to fear that Roy will have a hard row to hoe, in whatever branch
of the industry he decides to devote his talents. We know, Roy, that success will be yours
even though you will no longer have your partner to supply you with "8 x 8," etc.
Friend, Comrade, farewell and good luck!
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"Jack"

JACK LANDAU
1802 Beaver A \·e.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Allegheny School.
Secretary of Club, '24.
Third Year A. A. Director, '25.
Sigma Phi Tau.
A great crowd of people anxiously awa1tmg the arrival of some di tinguished personages. Three hours of anxiety finally bring its reward and a stalwart youth covered with
soot disembarks from the train. "Who is this lad and where does he hail from?" is asked
by some unknown bystander, and the sudden rise of cheers answers his question. It is
none other than Jack Landau, the boy from the Smoky City.
At some time or other back home Jack got it into his head tha-t he wanrted to follow
a textile career. Whereupon he took his toothbrush and other shirt, and after saying goodbye to Ma and Pa, set out for this city of Sisterly Affection. While here he has followed out his desire to a very high degree. His success in this school has been "Second
to None." His business ability and willingness to work have made him a valuable man
in many school activities.
Jack, old man, the class wishes you all the success possible, and with the perseverance
you possess we challenge the world to stop you.
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"Roj"

JOHN ROGER LONGBOTTOM
1225 W. Allegheny Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Social Editor,
Phi Psi.

ANALYSIS,

'26.

This tall, slim, well-dressed lad made a friend of us all the first day we met him, and
now that our three years of schooling are over, we only more readily acclaim him as friend,
classmate, and partner in crime.
Roger spent his last summer vacation in Europe and came back to tell us what a great
place Paris was, and how he met Johnny Naab and Frank Giese on the streets of that city
in the wee small hours of the morning. Roj did not press this advantage by taking the
cotton course, but elected to find out more about sheep and mules.
Though Roger is still undecided as to what he'll do after schooldays are over, we
have no fears for his future. With his sincere and pleasing personality, coupled with a
wholesome ambition to make good, we predict a most successful career in the textile
industry.
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HAROLD

DUDLEY

Philadelphia,

LYSTER
Pa.

Brown Prep.
To whom it may concern-this
is Harold. He is a familiar personage around Textile.
He may be seen forever under a machine of any kind, making graphic sketches of the
mechanical intricacies. It is said that he is a very efficient gear counter also.
Harold has found that the Army mule and the woolen mule have a great many things
in common, but he has not yet decided whether they are of the same species.
Jo doubt his
pain taking inve tigations will be rewarded.
He is at all times a hard and efficient worker and we hope that his endeavors will meet
with great succe s.
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"Ba11ty," "Mac"

GEORGE A. McCREA
67 Amsterdam Ave.
Pa aic, N. J.
Passaic High School.
Sport Editor, ANALYSIS,
Class Treasurer, '26.
Basketball, '24.
Crowfoot.
Phi Psi.

'26.

Banty didn't create much of a disturbance during hi first year, probably due to the
fact that he was looking over the possibilities of what could be done. However, during <the
second and third year, the Scotchman knew his ground and turned out to be one of the
best student and the fcremo t acrobat among the regulars. Though in quantity only a halfpint, the contents may be safely labeled as Double X, scoured, with excellent felting and
To those who know him and have worked with him, he is the rock
pinning properties.
on which you may build your house.
Banty's temperament may be said to have that peculiar property of sublimation. He is
either as serious as a Cae ar or as carefree as a Bacchus, having the gift of divorcing care
or pleasure as the occasion may require.
His greatest inconsistency is shown in the many brands of cigarettes which he smokes,
the motif being, "Let the rest of the world go buy."
For his future we have no worries; you can't keep a good man down. \iVe're all
watching your smoke.
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"P.Iac"

C. ADRIAN

McGLATHERY

1115 W. Tioga St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Northeast High School.
Track Team, '24, '25, '26.
Delta Kappa Phi.
From the backwoods of Tioga came thi innocent-looking chap, inclined to be serious
in anything he undertook, but always sure of making a worthwhile job.
Among some of the great things accomplished during the three years at P. T. S. is his
ability to fall asleep during any lecture, no matter how interesting it might be. When in
one of these resting periods it is quite customary for him to murmur facts relating to a
certain party in a little town of South Jersey.
"Who has any pennies?" is the cry recognized by everyone as coming from "Mac."
Hi art of calling odds or evens has never been equaled by anyone.
":Mac" has put his track ability to good use during the past three years and has been
one of the mainstays of the team.
May you have a fast track and a warm day in the textile game, Mac, and we feel sure
that you'll be one of those to finish "in the money."
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"Bill"

WILLIAM I. MENDEL
124 Osborne Terrace
Newark, N. J.
Central High School.
Club Social Committee.
Sigma Phi Tau.
Have you ever looked up into the sky on a clear night, and noticed that among the
myriads of star there was one that showed far brighter than the others?
As this star
stands out from its companion stars, so does Bill Mendel stand out from his fellow-students. Bill is a hard worker, a conscientious worker; nothing too much for him, nothing
too little to pass his vigilant eye.
He has always been a friend to the one in need, be it difficulties in studie , or be tho e
difficulties personal. Bill has been always ready to help the unlucky one. As a good fellow
no one disputes his leadership.
One of Bill's accomplishments is his extraordinary ability as a pianist. For three years
he has charmed the tudents of both the Textile and the Art schools with his comprehensive interpretation of modern dance music and lightened many a long noon hour, until the
faculty discouraged the art of dancing in the auditorium.
Our best wishes go with you, "Bill."
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"Charlie"

CHARLES

WESLEY

METCALF

1833 Central Ave.
Memphi , Tenn.
Memphis University School.
enior Class, 1925-26.
ice-President,
Delta Phi Psi.
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Our best wi hes go with you, "Charlie."
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"C orne/1"

CORNELL MARCH MILLER
Parkerford,

Pa.

East Coventry High School.
This young man from Parkerford is well on his way in the textile industry
and
pro
mises to have a romantic career.
Three years ago Cornell started patronizing the Pennsylvania Railroad Comp
any and
making daily trips from Parkerford to Broad and Pine Streets. During this
per
iod
he
has
been one of the most conscientious men in our class, rarely missing an hour.
His
work was
always on time and and well done. His cheerfulness and readiness to help at
all
tim
es
ma
de
friends for him everywhere.
Miller is the "Adolphe 1Ienjou" of the class, wearing quite a becoming moust
ache.
\Ve all enjoyed his pleasant companionship and wish him success in the textile
industry.
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"Steve"

STEPHEN

BOGERT MUSSON

68 Fairview Ave.
Westwood, N. J.
Secretary of Club.
A. A. Council.
Baseball, '25, '26.
Delta Kappa Phi.
This curly-headed collegian, with the loud golf socks and the furnace parked between
his teeth, may be seen at his best on Broad St. any week-day at the noon hour. That is,
unless there is a car parked in front of the school, and he is then usually reposing peacefully on the running board making goo-goo eyes at the Art School girls.
Steve is one of our foremost athletes, having coached the baseball team for the past
three years. This last year, his efforts were acknowledged by a uniform, in which he hopes
to appear at one of our games this season.
Steve honored the woolen mule with his efforts, and by feeding the balky beast a lump
of sugar each day, soon had it jumping through the hoops.
Steve has had an active part in all school and social activities and it is a well-known
fact that he has not missed a club meeting this year.
Our hero's ambition is to break into the selling game and we can safely prophesy
that his efforts will meet with success. We all expect to hear more about Westwood and
its textile magnate in the future.
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"Eni"

EMIL R. POHLERS
36 1'.Iontross Ave.
Rutherford, N. J.
Rutherford High chool.
President, Textile Club and A. A.
Editor-in-Chief, AN ALY SI .
Track Team, '24, '25, '26.
Crowfoot.
Phi Psi.
When Emil, or "Em," as h is known to his classmates, first became known to us, he
was a most quiet and unassuming lad, all of which goes to prove that school life has a
great deal of influence upon the best of students.
Emil hails from the swamps of N. J., although this cannot be held against him as it
is a known fact that he never brags about it.
Our Editor-in-Chief has certainly worked hard with the publishing of this year book
and he has great hopes that it will be one of the best ever put out by a graduating class
from Textile.
The activities in which he has taken part throughout his past three years have shown
him to be a live wire and leader. His self-reliance, and practical knowledge which he is
sure to obtain, will help him to go far in the business world.
The good wishes of your classmates go with you, Em. }.Cay success be yours!
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''Rocks"

MAURICE

N.

J. ROUX

6 Bay View Ave.
Stonington, Conn.
Senior Class President, '26.
Track Team, '2-1-,'25, '26.
Crowfoot.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Rocks comes to us from the windy city of Stonington and for the last three year has
struggled through the maze of notes, raisers and sinkers, with the rest of us. He was very
fortunate in having Krauss as a partner to advise him how to get his work done with a
minimum amount of effort and also how to avoid the devious snares of the wicked city.
When Rocks first came to us we were all content to call him Roux, but since some of
the profs. persisted it was Rocks, we gracefully acknowledged their more mature judgment. Roux has the di tinction of being one of those rare individuals for whom your
liking and respect increase as the years go by.
His school record and the office he held in the class speak for themselves in what he
If conscientious work and
has accomplished here and what we can expect of him hereafter.
a generous amo~nt of good sense are the ingredients of success, we know that it won't
be long before "Rock will be sitting on top of the world."
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"Bill"

WILLIAM

GINBERG

40 Clover St.
Ansonia, Conn.
CHDIISTRY

AND DYEI

G

Ansonia High chool.
Sigma Phi Tau.
Bill's main disadvantage is his short stature, but he makes up for this by being entirely
able to talk himself out of any difficulty. With the candor of New England, Bill tells one
and all just what he thinks of Philly, and needless to say it is complimentary to the City
of Brotherly Love. He is also prone to admit that he comes from Ansonia, and he does
seem to be proud of it.
In Bill's three years here, he has built up an enviable reputation for coming in late.
The main thing is that he gets in. \Ve imagine that there are a good many contributing
reasons for his latenes , among them being the opposite sex.
All in all, Bill has made the time pass pleasantly for his classmates, and as he is a
hard worker and a good sport, we need not wish for his success.
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L YNFORD H. ROWLAND
5-U E. Tulpehocken St.
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.
Frankford

High

chool.

"Lyn" is one of the most studious, hard-working fellow 111 our class, who invariably
has his work in on time-especially
Jacquard.
\i\1hen only a young freshman Lyn tried to pose as a dignified senior by raising a moustache. He deserves credit, though, because he left it there for at least two weeks, until
finally the razzing of his classmates made him shave it off.
Among the many other things that "Lyn" has learned at Philly Tech besides Textiles,
was the art of smoking. It really i an art for "Lyn," because every time he decides to light
his pipe he has to go up a blind alley and keep us fellows waiting until he gets "lit up."
The match industry won't go broke so long as they haYe "Lyn" for a customer.
We all have a hobby of some kind or other and "Lyn's" hobby is collecting different
fabrics for his salllple collection. When he gets the sample of brake-lining from Bettes,
the collection will be complete.
So "Lyn," here is hoping that you will continue your good work and advance far into
the textile world in the years to come.
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"Oscar"

IRVING SCHAUF
1284 President St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New York Textile High School.
"Irv" came to us from the New York Textile School, and while with us has shown us
that he knows his stuff. He is the one fellow in the class that gets the most done with
the least effort.
A hard worker and a congenial classmate, he has made many friends at Textile and
also amassed a goodly amount of knowledge.
"Irv" liked P. T. S. so well that the closer·he moved to the school the happier he was.
His last parking spot was across from the schoof, and it was rumored that Mr. France was
going to lease the campus-to keep our "Oscar" contented.
"Irv," your classmates wish you the success of the deserving-may
it all be yours!
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"Gump"

GEORGE

EMERSON

SCHEER

52 Fairway Rd.
Ridgewood, N. J.
Rensselaer Polytechntc Institute.
Associate Editor, ANALYSIS,'25, '26.
Social Committee, '25, '26.
George is one of the old "stand-bys."
He never cuts class except to go home early
on vacations-we
wonder if he always goes straight home, and comes straight back.
To find George in this city of wind and rain on a week-end is a rare thing. His destination is usually Trenton; just what the great attraction is we leave' to the reader's
imagination.
He has chained himself to the fair city of Philadelphia long enough to do a large part
of the work on this annual; so remember, classmates, if your write-up is a dirty one, don't
put al! the blame on the Editor.
Why George took Cotton in his third year no one knows, except that he is such a
good friend of Mr. Naab's and also because he didn't want to "get fast" in the "caards"
down in the wool room.
His partner this last year has been a source of constant worry to George. Said partner cuts at any and all times, leaving our hero to do all the work, but it has made him
wonderful!y resourceful even if it has ruffled his temper to come into the drawing-in room
and not find Willie there to hand in.
However, we have good reason to believe that this partnership ends with the schooldays and we know that if George don't get the "Willies" he wil! have success and fame in
years to come.
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HARRY F. SIMON
2006 N. Hancock St.
Kensington, Pa.
Brown Prep.
Here is a man who hails from a great textile center, namely, Kensington.
fter serving with the forces over seas for some time, Harry decided that he would enter the textile
industry, and thus we met him.
Harry is a fellow who takes nothing for granted, not even himself, and finds that he
must dig in and solve every difficulty that confronts him. So far he has been very successful at "digging in." No dou'bt his perseverance will be of great value when he tackles
the many problems of the industry.
We would not wish "L'ady luck" on Harry, for perhaps she would prove a serious handicap, so we'll only say-succe s be yours.
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" teve"

STEVEN

J. STROOCK

525 Park AYe.
New York City
Ethical Culture
chool, N. Y. C.
Advertising Manager, ANALYSIS,'26.
Baseball Manager, '26.
Steve's name and fame have blossomed m his last year among us. Hi ingeni
ou
and
energetic management of the baseball team and his efficient way of managing
the advertising ection of this book puts him in a class by himself as an organizer.
Stroock was evidently a railroad engineer during his last summer vacation
and
he
came back to us in full working regalia minus only the oil-can. However, he
too
k Hughes
for his partner and felt himself completely equipped for the year.
Steve has made a host of friend at school and he will always be re!Jlembere
d as one
of the "big leaguers" by his classmates. That we will hear of him in later years
we
hav
e
no
doubt of, and the be t wi hes of the class go with him for a bright and succes
ful future.
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"Bill"

WILLIAM

R. STUCKEY

428 Linden Ave.
Riverton, N. J.
Brown Prep. School.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Just three years ago an aeroplane up in the misty blue buzzed across the fair city of
Philadelphia.
In it was our good friend "Bill," looking for a place to land. He decided
that Philadelphia Textile School was the place.
Little did the textile world realize what had descended in their midst, but they were
rudely awakened to the realization that a genius was among them. Bill proved all of this,
by becoming an authority on wool and worsted.
The fair sex had no chance with Bill, as we understand that there is a fairer one
waiting across the river.
We know that it will only be a few more short years until the textile world will be
looking to him for information.
The best wishes of the Class of 1926 go with you, Bill.
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"Newt"

MILLARD

NEWTON

W ATTIS

5624 N. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Germantown High School.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Newt is one of the famous "Inseparable Twins" of Wattis and McGlathery.
To make sure it's \Nattis and not me, you put your forefinger in hi mouth, and if he
bites you, it's :Mac.
Wattis ran that well-known omnibus line, the Textile Special, which started at his
house and ended at school. When not fixing punctures on his Ford he spent most of his
time studying chemistry and dyeing, two of his favorite subjects.
This young man hasn't missed one of the school dances, and the fellows are wondering where he gets his girls, as he neYer brought the same one to more than one dance.
Every day just around noon Newt could be seen dashing up Broad Street to one of
the best restaurants in town (H. & H.) for his lunch. His favorite food appears to be
a "seed roll tongue."
We understand that it is Newt's intention to enter the dye house and invent the longsought "white dye." However, we are sure he will make a model husband and be a good
provider for the lucky girl. \ ith someone inspiring him we are sure that we will hear of
him in the future.
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"Bill"

WILLIAM

B. WILLIAMSON

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Bro,yn Prep.
Early on a bright summer day in the middle of September, 1923, a rather tout gentleman laboriously climbed the front teps of the school. And as he wended his way to that
memorable room I 10, where we took an entrance exam ( ?), we knew that a future bright
and shining light of the textile industry had arrived. Through the years that haYe followed,
he has not shaken that belief. For he has always managed to get some of the highest
marks in the clas , yet with that against him he i considered a jolly good fellow.
His only weakness, if it might be called a weakness, is carpets, but regardless of
whether "dame Fortune" leads him into carpets or cotton goods, the wishes of the cla s
for a Yery succes fol future go with him.
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"Stan"

STANLEY

WOERNER

1519 68th Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
r o,·thcast High
chool.
Art Editor, ANALYSIS, '26.
Stan, after completing his high school career, began looking beyond his native suburbof Oak Lane. In the distance he saw City Hall, the tatue of Billy Penn and, a little
beyond, the famous institution-P.
T. S. The last looked good to Stan, so after due conideration he enrolled for a three-year course, studying the technique of textile , specializing in wool.
Oak Lane being a considerable distance from Broad and Pine neces itated a rather
long and tediou journey, but he found a way of breaking the monotony by matching tokens
with the conductor.
Stan ha not only pro\·en himself a master in his tudies, but is a very clever arti t as
well. His kill with the pen and pencil has made him a valued man to this edition.
He has made a friend of each and every tudent in school, and on account of his
great aptitude for his chosen line of work, we feel that he will carve a brilliant career in
the t xtile industry.
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ANTON HENRY

GAEDE

3101 N. 10th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

CHEMISTRY AND DYEING
Northeast High School.
C. & D. prize, '24, '25.

•

"Hen" came to us from Northeast where he played on the football team. This prepared him for his numerous battles with his professors. His belligerent attitude has gotten
him into a good many scrapes, but his size and native ingenuity have always been an asset
in time of need.
"Hen" has been the bright light of his class, as he has led his classmates in 'most every
subject.
He is a good fellow, a friend in need, and ever willing to help his classmates, whatever
the problem. He will be remembered by us for many years to come as a cheerful companion, and a loyal friend.
His main object in life is to become a good pool shot, and surely his six foot two
should not be a disadvantage. No doubt his stature, as well as his leadership, will be of
inestimable value to him in his textile career. Good luck, Gaede!
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"O'Toole"

JOHN JOSEPH

TULLY

1415 . 2d St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
CHE:.\llSTRY

AND DYETNG

La Salle Prep.

In presenting our friend "O'Toole" it would be well to state that he ha been the
peacemaker of the class. Without his cheery optimism and ready smile, enmity might haYe
retarded the progress of the class. He believes that song is the best medium of expression, and proves his theory by singing or whi tling, whatever the task. His ready wit and
frequent jokes have helped to make pleasant many days that might have been very tedious.
His ready willingness to keep the "wheels of progress" moving have caused his mates
to call him a progressive, but as we aren't discussing Congress-\,Vhateyer branch of the manufacturing business he enters, we are certain of his ultimate high place in the industry.
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"Bude," "Buddy"

JOHN R. BUDELMAN
175 16th , t., S.
Portland, Oregon
WOOL AND WORSTED
High School of Commerce.
Associate Editor, ANALYSIS, '26.
Phi Psi.
School was well under way when Johnny "blew in." The old stage coach made good
time till it hit the heavy traffic north of Watkins Glen. But a little thing like this wouldn't
daunt a man from the great open spaces. So Johnny shook the sagebrush out of his hair
and assuming the air of a textile authority set out to conquer E. W. France & Co.
"Prunes," as he was known at H. & H., had a great many difficulties to overcome; the
biggest was to get John Lockwood to ask someone else the last question.
John has contributed very largely to this book and we leave it to your own judgement as to whether or not it's good.
He left nothing undone in his two years here, at Textile, and his friends all know he
will carry on the old fight. Best of luck, Johnny!
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"Bob," "Jesse"

ROBERT E. CONNELLY
Worcester,

Mass.

WOOL AND WORSTED
Wesleyan University.
Baseball, '25.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Lake Chagog-etc., is only a side issue compared to Jesse, when it comes to nationally
advertising the ultra-famous town of \,\Tebster.
Bob came to Philly with a good bit of experience, so it didn't take him long to get the
swing of things, and to set a good stiff pace for his fellow-students.
His success as a shoe
salesman speaks well for his Uassacbusetts training.
Bob proved his worth as an athlete, for he was our stellar pitcher on the 1925 team,
and commanded the respect of the team as a thorough sportsman.
His many friends here feel sure that he will keep up his fine work and become a
leader in whatever he undertake .
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FRANK

P. DELAHANTY

Lieutenant

(SC), U. S. Navy

WOOL f\ND

\\'ORSTED

Delta Kappa Phi.
He was first known as Lieutenant to the schoof, but as time went on the wool class
called him "Dely," and under that alias he has led our class in peace or war.
He is always first to figure that draft wheel, or to appreciate Eddy's new Charleston.
In fact, we have suggested that several of the wool degrees be conferred on "Dely." They
will probably be: B.M., "Bachelor of the Mule," and D.M., "Doctor of Merino."
"Dely" has always been afraid that several southern gentlemen would "throw in the
sponge"-but
he succeeded in keeping them with us long enough to graduate.
He has always been ready to help us, no matte,· what the predicament, and his counsel and example have taught us principles that we shall long remember.
Wherever he goes
he takes with him the sincere wishes of his classmates. "Dely," may every success be yours!
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JAMES FELLIS
Lieutenant
\\'OOL

( C), U. S. Na,·y
AND \\'ORSTED

Delta Kappa l'hi.
Uncle Sam's sea forces have to be clothed, and it is necessary that the Navy have a
few officers competent to decide what is needed, and that such fabrics conform to specifications. Hence Fellis came our way. Possessed of a quiet, unassuming nature and obedient
manner, he battled his way through the intricacies of the card and mule with a perseverance that early won for him the sobriquet of "Fighting Jim."
\Vhatever the task, Jim was more than ready for it and could be found among the
"first four hundred" of tne wool class. His untiring work was sometimes broken with a
joke or two, and Jim sure knows some good ones.
His readiness to lend a helping hand or a sympathetic ear has endeared him to his
buddies, and wherever he goes he will carry with him the good wishes of his classmate .
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"Eddie"

EDWIN

P. GROSSMAN

Hotel \\"indemere,

East

Chicago, Ill.

\\'OOL AND WORSTED
University of Illinois.
Basketball, '24, '25, 26.
Eddie hails from Chicago, but he didn't bring the characteristics of the windy city with
him. He is a quiet fellow and always has his mind on his work, although he sometimes
breaks away long enough to show the boys a few new harleston steps.
He and his inseparable pal, Monny, are the "Gallagher and Shean" of the wool class.
They have a new act e,·ery day and always manage to keep Mr. Lockwood in a state of
good humor.
We all feel sure that Eddie will carry on the good work he has started here at Textile, and we fully expect to hear of Grossman & Co. curbing the Chicago wool market when
Eddie joins the firm. Luck of the Irish, Ed!
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"Duke/' "Zeke"

FREDERICK

S. HASLAM

88 Prospect St.
Norwich, Conn.
WOOL AND \\'OR

TED

Norwich Academy.
Delta Kappa Phi.
When the "unlimited express" left the Rose of New England, in early September of
1924, and hit the dusty highway for Philadelphia, it carried in the Duke of Norwich a personage bound sooner or later to become famous for his nonchalant manner, democratic
voice, and agile feet. The ladies were all prone to fete and dine this nobleman, but he
played his cards well and evaded them long enough to amass a fund of knowledge of the
textile industry, which he expects to use in a smashing attack on the woolen industry of
New England. Go get 'em, Freddie, we're all with you.
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LOUIS F. KRENNING,
Wytheville,

JR.

Va.

WOOL AND WORSTED
Wytheville

High School.

From the land of "Moonshine" comes Lou, the pride of Wytheville. Lou came to Textile as an experienced "mule tender"-no,
not Army mule-John
Lockwood's.
From that
day to this, we have heard arguments long and heated, on carding and spinning. However,
he knows John's mule, and that's the main thing after all.
Lou is a very quiet fellow, but he has a determination that is sure to dominate.
He
has been a steady and sincere student, and we all feel certain of his success. Lou, may all
your troubles be little ones; your successes, big ones.
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"Olaf,"

PLYMOUTH

"Nelly"

T. NELSON

:\[inneapolis, :\[inn.
\\"OOL i\

D \\"ORSTED

ew Ulm High School.
Basketball, •z-i, '25.
Track, '26.
One day in September Olaf got off a somewhat limited express from Minnesota, and
proceeded to look o,·er old Bill Penn. Of course the next thing of interest was his destination, "Textile," and he was enrolled as the smallest man from his famous state.
"Olaf," as he is known to the wool class, is noted for his production ability. His work
has alway been of the highest order, and he has a rare trait of infinite patience that will
stand him in good stead later on.
\Ve all wish him success in the industry, and some day expect to know him as "wool
king" of Minnesota.
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"1VI01111y," "~Vallie"

J. FRANK

MORAN

313 E. 4th St.
Watkins Glen,
Y.

WOOL AND WORSTED
Watkins High School.
Basketball, '24, '25.
Baseball, '25.
Delta Kappa Phi.

"If it will go at all, it ought to go at once," so 1fonny wiped the salt out of his eyes,
took a deep breath of the ozone of \Vatkins, bade the girls good-bye, and jumped the first
rattler that slowed tip in passing through the village.
After landing at the City of Brotherly Love, and getting acclimated to H. & H.'s, he
matriculated at P. T. S. a11d got harnessed up with a theatrical partner.
They immediately
commenced the entertainment of the wool class.
Ionny's engaging personality, athletic ability, and fondness for the terpischorean art
soon won for him a host of friend . When it comes to selling, J. Rufus \Vallingford will
hide from him, and he will probably be found in tropical climes selling overcoats to the
natives.
Monny, you carry our unhouucled faith and confidenc~ i11 your future success.
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"St1tb," "Pee f Vee"

PAUL

G. SEARS

Springfield,
WOOL

Vt.

AND WORSTED

Middleburg College.
Baseball, '25.
Captain, '26.
Crow Foot.
"Stub" is his nickname, and, believe us, he has more ability per inch· than any small
man we know. As a baseball player he's a whiz, and has been our successful captain for
1926.
"Stub" is quite a genius for "changing 'em on the fly," whether Mr. Lockwood agrees
or not. His main diversions are: Keeping that "someone" back home guessing, and bluffing through with a "pair of tens."
"Pee Wee," as he is sometimes called, has been one of om· best students during his
stay with us, and we all wish him luck, be it baseball, love 1 or textiles.
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'·Freddy"

CARROL F. BONDY
900 Grand Concourse
Bronx, N. Y.

SILK
Townsend Harris
Sigma Phi Tau.

High School.

One fine September day Carrol entered Philadelphia with a disdainful idea of this city
and a resolution to win every scholastic prize in school. He still has the disdainful idea of
Philadelphia.
Carrol can always be depended upon to do and say the most unexpected
things at the oddest moments. However, he could always be depended upon to have his
work done on time, e,·en though he professed to be the laziest fellow in the silk class.
During his first year at school, he and a few other boys bought a flivver so as to be at
school on time every morning and yet have the maximum amount of sleep, and thereby
hangs a tail lamp.
Carrol is a staunch rooter for his native city,
ew York.
ince he has been down
here, the Pennsylvania Railroad stock has gone up considerably as he is a steady customer
every week-end.
Carrol and Oppy have been together so much down here that it really is hard to distinguish one from the other. Carrol has always proved himself a good scout and he certainly has our best wishes and hopes for becoming a successful textile man.
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"Buick"

MORRIS BRUCK
169 Eddy St.
alif.
San Francisco,

SILK
Commerce High.
When he first
Morris came to us last year as a proud product of Sunny California.
arri,·ed at school we noted his diminutive size. It was not long, however, before we realized that although small in stature his brain was the equal, if not the superior, of those
which the rest of our class boasted.
Although no sheik, 1lorris was well able to hold his own when in the presence of the
fair sex, as has been witne sed at the social functions of the school.
end of textile
Our budding silk worm is contemplating entering the manufacturing
after completing his course at school. \Voe to him who tries to hold this boy back from
his goal. v\lith the foundation he has received here, and other valuable information he
has acquired, his enterprise should lead to the highest success.
Thus as the school year draws to a close and we must say good-bye, it is with much
regret we bid adieu to 1Iorris. \\'e surely expect to hear and read great things about this
lad of California ,·ery shortly.
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"Jake"

JACOB GOLDFARB
589 Union St.
New Bed ford, 1Iass.

SILK
New Bedford lligh School.
":,,Iaestro" Goldfarb, or "Jake," as he is commonly called by the boys, hails from the
sleepy town of Tew Bedford. Despite this fact, the term "sleepy" can hardly be applied to
"Jake." Whenever there was anything doing about the class it was always a safe bet that
he was one of the participants.
As an earnest worker few in the class could equal him, especially at cutting cards.
"Jake" has been a credit to the Silk Class and we all wish him luck in his future
career. :\fay he make New Bed ford e,·en more famous as a textile center!
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"Ed"

EDWARD

H. KLEPPINGER
:.hcungie,

Pa.

SIL'.Z
Perkiomen Prep. School.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Ed hails from a certain town up in the sticks of Penn. where the mayor, postmaster,
fireman and police force are one, but this cannot be held against him, as Ed is one of that
kind that has all the qualities which tend to make up a good fellow.
From the first day that Ed set his foot across the threshold of the school, he has
been well liked by all who have come in contact with him. When it comes to the fair
sex, he can always be depended upon, and for some reason he can manage to pick a knockout for his partner.
His thought are serious, but now and then we hear a peal of laughter of such quality
that it cannot belong to anyone else but Ed. Among the fellows Ed can hold his own, and
the one who can put anything over on him has to get up quite early in the morning.
Upon going forth into the business world he has the best wishes for success from his
classmates.
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"Fra11k"

FRANK L. KANE
353 . Y. Ave.
Brooklyn,
. Y.
SILK
niversity of

1

otre Dame.

Frank comes to us from that college famed for its football teams, Notre Dame. His
keen interest in that sport is manifested by his willingness to make a bet on 'most any game.
Although he hails from the city of churches, and is a good churchman, Frank nevertheless is at odds with the Sunday blue laws which are vc1·y much in vogue in the City of
Brotherly Love.
vVhen he first came to us he knew not the difference betwixt a loom and a shuttle, but
since his arrival he has gone far in delving into the mysteries of silk manufacturing.
In
fact, one of his hobbies is collecting all available data regarding the "Fabric of Romance."
Frank emulates Mr. Giese for honors in detecting missing raisers. His aim in life is
to be an analyst. \Vith hi natural ability and the knowledge he has acquired here in Textile we predict a most succcs ful career for him in thi line of work. Good luck, Frank,
old boy!
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"Jules"

JULIUS

S. PASQUARIELLO
146 N. 4th St.
Allentown, Pa.

SILK
Allentown

High School.

One sunny day in cptcmber, 1924, our dear alma mater was highly honored with the
enrollment of a savant, Julius S. Pasquariello, who has gained fame by his remarkable orations. As a speechmaker and toastmaster, Julius is a nonpareil, and many are the times
that his friends call upon him for such occasions.
"Jules," as he is better known among classmates, is a clean-cut chap with good, honest,
He is of that untiring type, persevering
high-minded ideals and a splendid personality.
and constant in the application to his studies. In his work al school, Jules ranks high among
his classmates.
\\'e wonder if he means candy and
Jules admits a liking for the C. & D. subjects.
dames.
\\.ith these qualifications, success in no small measure is certain to come his way.
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HENRY

SIMONE

2 Bamford
Hawthorne,

Ave.

N.

J.

SILK
Paterson

High School.

All hail to Henry, the redeeming feature of the Silk Class! His ability, coupled with
the tenacity and perseverance of an octopus, have won him the respect and admiration of
hoth students and professors.
The very fact that he attended high school in Paterson makes any attestation of his
social career among us superfluous.
If we are to take his accomplishment at school as a criterion of what we may expect
of him in the future, we beg to announce the future "Silk King" of Paterson.
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"Bill"

PAUL F. TILTON
372 Grant St.
Phillipsburg, Pa.

SILK
Phillipsburg High School.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Bill, always athirst for knowledge, his mind being set toward textiles, put his toothbrush in his pocket, buttoned his coat, which completed his packing, and came to Philadelphia. After shaking the red clay from his hob-nailed boots he registered for the silk course
at this worthy institution.
In the past two years Bill has made many a life-long friendship among the fellows
and pro,·ed to be a real student; in fact, we do not know whether his marks are really
school grades or Henry Ford's income tax reports.
Surely Bill's two years at P. T. S. have done much in molding him into a man well
prepared to meet the business world, and he has surely succeeded, not only schola tically,
but socially.
In passing from the "Ii fe at school" to the "school of life," we all wish Bill the same
success that has been his for the past years, and the happiness that is in store for him.
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RONALD

W. BARTON

Tenafly, N.

J.

COTTON
Here is one of the chaps "·ho go to help make this place a college, for he certainly is
of a collegiate turn of mind. Anyone standing near his locker in the mornings and seeing
him take off his coat preparatory to a day's grind could not help seeing a neat and gaudy
pair of suspenders trussed up about his person.
And that is not all ; Randall is a very busy fellow, and to carry him from place to
place (and to the golf links and Penn Night School as well) he has a trim little motorcycle
with bath-tub attachment on the side. On rainy days he wears the com·entional but plebian
"yaller" slicker. So much for his dress.
Not finding enough to keep his mind occupied last year, he signed up for an art course
in order lo not only become an adept at making cloth, etc., but also to cultivate a love for
the artistic and beautiful things in life. (If you don't believe this, look at his picture
again.)
any definite prophecy, but if you aren't the head fitter
Randall, we will not nnlure
in Brooks Brothers some day we hope you'll be making some cloth that will startle the
world's eyes even more than your suspenders do now.
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"Ches"

DANIEL

R. CHESNEY

New York

City

COTTON
New York Textile High School.
If he only knew textiles as well as he remembers the details of every football game,
fight, and every other sporting event, then the king of textiles would be readily acknowledged. We often wonder where he gets the time for his school work, as he is always
studying the sport sheet of a newspaper.
Howe\'er, "Ches" loves the dear old school so
much that he intends to return for a third yea1·. All luck, P. G.
He is looking with envy al the rapid dc\'elopmenl of the South, and that is where
he intends to make his future home. That is-if a certain party up in Gotham will consider the South as home. At any rate, his slogan is "Co Soun,," and whether south or
north, we wish "Ches" luck in his work.
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MacDONALD
Franklinton,

DIXON
N. C.

COTTON
Ladies and gentlemen, behold the handsome countenance of the young man above, and
you will see the future textile magnate of the United States.
Coming from the heart of the cotton belt, he naturally didn't choose to learn anything
about wool, silk, or any of the minor fibers, but he did have a very strong desire to cram
into his cranium all the views he could of cotton and its manufacture.
"Mac," we are sorry to say, has a morbid propensity to sloth and procrastination, but
this does not hurt him, we understand, for the pensi,·c and thoughtful man will always win
in the end.
Fresh from a Southern cotton mill "Mac" came, so with a great deal of practical
knowledge already stowed away, he easily outshone his classmates and has made for himself
Keep this record
an enviable record in the Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering.
up, old man, and you will always be proud to look back and say to all of the little "Macs,"
"There's where I got my start."
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"Bob"

ROBERT

HUFFINES

Rocky Mount, N. C.
COTTON
"All work and no play makes Johnnie a dull boy." Bob heard this little truth years ago,
so by putting it into practice during his delightful stay in Philadelphia he has kept his brain
from growing stale in the textile game. That is why he has made such "cute" grades
during his two very short years in Philadelphia.
Besides doing so well in a textile sense, he soon learned that there was another side to
this Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering, just as interesting and just as complicated, known as The Art School, where he made many friends and where he might be
found at all hours of the day.
Bob is another one of our friends from down among the cotton bolls, and you all must
know that when he goes back the South is going to retrieve an awfully good textile
engineer. In fact, we understand that many of the larger mills are clamoring for him now.
Go back, Bob, and put forth your sincere and honest efforts to aid that part which
has given you its support these many years.
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ALONZO M. NORRIS
.-\tlanta.

Ga.

COTTON
Emory University.
Delta Phi Psi .
.. orris had quite a time finding his true vocation, for after working in an iron foundry,
and as an auto mechanic, he turned to textiles. Of course, he chose old "Textile" as his
goal, and hence he came.
It took us quite a time to really know Norris, but when we did we found a true friend
and a real southern gentleman. In fact, Norris had the qualities that make Presidents, so
we called him "Cal."
"Cal" is slow in peech, but his mind works overtime, the only notable exception being
in )..fr. Byler's lecture period. \,Vith all these fine qualities he also possesses a keen sense
of humor and a hearty laugh, nay, it may be said to be a contagious laugh, a famous laugh.
We prophesy that Norris will make good in whatever part of the cotton business
he enters.
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'·Oppy"

LLOYD

OPPENHEIMER

~cw York,

Y.

COTTO~
De \Vitt Clinton High . chool.
New York Textile High School.
Sigma Phi Tau l; raternity.
"Oppy" started his career at school with the regular force , but after a year of fighting
with pick outs, entwining twills, etc., he decided to join the Cotton crew.
Early in his first year, Oppy and Carrol, always inseparable, were foolish enough to
buy a second-hand flivver. They lived to regret it, and we notice that they get to school
on time more often this year.
"Oppy" shows his great affection for Philadelphia by jumping over to New York at
every opportunity.
vVe think we know why.
At times he became disgusted, especially when writing such a cognomen as "Oppenheimer" in the end of a warp, for Mr. Pfeiffer, being of a technical turn of mind, would
not let him put in "Oppy."
vVe all believe that "Oppy" will make his mark in the textile world, and wish him
every success.
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"Rube"

REUBEN

BENNETT

RAPP

4929 Cedar St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
COTTON
Temple University.
las '25.
Vice-President,
Phi Psi.
\,\'hen "Rube" first stepped inside the portals of this grand old institution he decided to
walk hand in hand with King Cotton. Before long, "Rube" found it necessary to take an
extra course which several Art School girls were taking, and he very nicely fitted it in
every noon from 12 to 1. Later on when the state solons allowed it, "Rappy" decided to
With
substitute Rabbitry for Color Harmony, this class meeting on Saturday morning.
the arrival of the second year, "Rube" dropped these noon classes due to a ban on them,
and also he dropped his bow and arrow training. At least on the sixth day. Despite his
lo\'e of diversions, Rube is a wide-awake chap and can get things done when the occasion
requires.
Best of luck, success, and happiness is the unanimous wish of everyone, "Rube," so
here's how.

['age Eigl,ty-tl,ree

"Rusty''

DAVID

CRAIG RUSSELL

Liberty Gron·, '.\Id.
COTTO:'\'
Tome Preparatory.
"Rusty" has the unique honor o[ hal'ing remained true to "the girl he left behind," in
spite of the efforts of the belles o[ Philly to di\'crt his attentions.
This in itself sets him
apart from the average mortal, and, coupled with the fact that he has maintained a steadiness of purpose and a serious attitude towards his work, gives him a prestige which will
go a long way toward "cornering the Southern Textile Situation."
"Rusty" proved himself a leader of men when he captained the "Fighting Southerners"
of the cotton class against the wool and silk departments in a fierce gridiron encounter.
Needless to say, he was cheered by the ardent supporters of "King Cotton."
His work here has been par excellence, and his many friends feel certain that, whatever
the obstacle, "Ru ty" will pro1·e his mettle by meeting and conquering.
Here's lo Luck,
with a capital L, "Rusty" !
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"Reds"

GEORGE F. KAY
Elk Mills, Md.
JACQUARD

SPECIAL

Elkton High School.
University of J\Iaryland.
Basketball, '25.
Baseball, '25, '26.
Red is one of those fellows you just can't help liking. He was well known throughout
the school and liked by all his clas males.
Red started out as a "regular," but soon discovered that he po essed exceptional ability
in tracking down lost pick .
·with this in mind he decided that it was his duly to devote his concentrated efforts in
upholding the reputation of old man Jacquard and prevent further blemishes.
Speaking of gunning, Red is a terror to the inhabitants of the forest.
From the latest statistics we notice that the rabbit is rapidly becoming extinct, and
there can be no doubt in our minds that this devastation is a direct result of "The Red
Terror's" ruthless warfare.
Red's determination to gel what he goes after has been demonstrated throughout his
two years at the school, by his relentless ambition, and that never-satisfied spirit until a
job is done.
\Nith such qualities, we a~e sure that Red has a bright future ahead, and we wish him
the best of luck and success.
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"Art"

ARTHUR

C. LEHMAN

Lewistown,
JACQUARD

)Jaine
SPECIAL

Lewistown High School.
Art Editor, ANALYSIS, '26.
Delta Kappa Phi.
Art is a true "Pine Tree Staler," always gentlemanly and reserved and a real plugger.
The designing class was very fortunate in having a man of his calibre and ability to
set the mark for them in their work. His drawings in this book arc undeniably the finest
of their kind that have ever Iound their way inside the covers of this annual.
Art has made quite a few trips to Jamaica cluring the year, and as he doesn't gamble
we feel justified in assuming that his pleasant countenance is not unpopular with some
young lady in that neck of the woods.
So long, Art, and remember, the clay is gone when the world beats the path to the
door 0£ the man who makes the best mouse trap-ach·ertise.
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"Jin1n1y"

JAMES A. BLAIR
Jewett
DYEING
New Hampton Literary
Delta Kappa Phi.

City, Conn.

AND COLOR

MATCHING

School.

Know Jimmy?
Surprising!
Everybody does. He is one of the charter members o[
the "Sons of Rest"; His 1Iajesty's Dyer, etc. At any time of the day he can be seen in
the dye lab. preaching the gospel to the textile students.
"Jimmy" likes to kid someone into an argument, be he professor or student, and only
then, in the heat of a word battle, does he hit his true pace. He eats, sleeps and goes to
school here, but his heart and thoughts are in ---,
Conn.
"Jimmy" expects to start his career in his native clement, as the print shop color boy.
However, we do not expect him to hold such a position long, but hope to know him as
the "Print King" of Conn. Be a canny Scot, Jim.
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"Ike"

GEORGE T. EICHLER
206 Lancaster Ave.
Reading, Pa.

DYEING AND COLOR MATCHING
Reading High School.
"Ike" hails from the well-known town of Reading-known
for twisted things called
pretzels.
"Ike" has a special liking for chlorine and pyridine, and tries to be out whenever they
are being used in the "lab." "Ike" is a regular Don Quixote if we are to believe all that
he tells us of his earlier life. However, "Ike," your two years at Textile have been a credit
to you, and we all wish you luck, and in the years to come hope to see you listed among
the alumni as a great dyer.
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"Litke"

WILLIAM

D. LUTZ

1516 Chew St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
DYEfNG
North

AND

COLOR

MATCHING

East High.

Light brown eyes, brown hair, sometimes smiling, most times not. Inclined lo be
serious in anything he undertakes, but always sure of making a worthwhile job. Yes,
that's Luke, but all in all a mighty good scout.
This lad wa born and brought up in the quaint old city of Philly, but you would never
know it, we fear; he is a regular sheik.
Luke has always striven to lead Ris class in proficiency in work, and is also an
experienced toreador.
Good luck lo you, "Luke," and some day, when you are a "super," ring up the boys
and tell us the inside dope on textiles.
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Page Ninety-two

Junior ((la%%
J!,i%torp
@fficers
President, NELSON
Vice-President,

FRED W. LANGJAHR

Secretary, WILSON
Treasurer,

CHARLES

Historian,

T. WRIGHT

JOHN

K. THOMAS
F. NASSAU
M. CLAIR

Athletic Director, WHITNEY

G. BIRD

History is a subject of fact and review, and it is our duty to record the
activities, scholastic and social, of the Class of 1927.
We were a jolly gang that took the entrance exam m 110, that morning,
blissfully ignorant of the terrors awaiting us. Little we knew of mending broken
twills, woofing a warp, or stripping a "caard."
However, when ignorance is
bliss, it's folly to be wise, and we rapidly became wise in the ways of the art
school. After meeting the raiser sinker method of Mr. Algeo: the theoretical
draft of Mr. Naab, and the complementary color blindness of Mr. Cox, we rapidly adjusted ourselves.
It was here that we had our "coming out" at the Freshman Reception, and
many were the heartbreaks that followed. The upper classmen took splendid
care of the girls without keeping us from dates in the weeks to follow.
After this the social events followed in swift succession, and it was a
"painting fool" indeed who didn't take them in, and compare notes with his
roommate next morning, over a half-drawn in warp.
We had many athletes in the class and they upheld the standards of "Old
Textile."
Quarterlies and mid-years came and went, but as the finals approached, we
dug right in, with visions of vacation days to come, and as each exam was over
we felt that the cares of the world were no longer ours.
As September rolled around we came trooping back-some from the mills,
and others from golf and shore. However, we were all full of ambition and with
a better idea of our goal in the textile world. We continued our friendship with
pick-outs and water bottle, and were soon in full swing again.

?a_qc Ni11ely-thrce

Needless to say we were amazed at the simplicity of chemistry and dyeing
and proceeded to keep Mr. Byler in a state of constant agitation.
Class election was held in November, and Jack Wright was given the helm
of our scholastic ship. Woods Thomas was elected secretary, and Charlie Nassau treasurer. We then continued our voyage over more or less troubled seas,
but without mutiny.
Our class was well represented on field, court, and cinder track, as in the
previous year, and our basketball team came through victorious in some hardfought battles. Our baseball team has had a mighty successful year, having
played one of the hardest schedules in years.
Despite these many activities, we have had a successful year, so far as our
exploits with pencil, brush and beaker are concerned, and have among us the
making of some leaders in the greater industry to come.
And here we reach the end of the road, at least until our return next year,
and the further pursuance of knowledge. How fine it will be when we all
return, and bring back the stories of summer exploits, and share together the
work, and fun of another year! However, this history is complete, and therewhat a jolly gang,
fore we lay aside the pen; but not without thinking-gee,
1927.
of
Class
that
M. CLAIR.
JOHN

SECOND YEAR REGULAR
Stanley Folkman. :::eT.................
Abe Luban ................................
Jesse Daniels ............................
Harry Kirsner .............................
........................
Donald Wills, LlK<I>
....................
F. Richardson, LlK<I>
.................
Spencer Orelup, 6K<I>
Morris Speizman, ~eT .........................
....................
Wm. H. Horn, 3rd, <1>-i,
..................
Wm. J. Hall, Jr., <l>iv
Edgar Cadmus .........................
..................
Nelson Wright, <1>'1'
Robert Bokum ..........................
.....................
Wm. H. Smith, 11K<1>
.........................
Paul Rumore, 6K<I>
.....................
Joseph A. Horlacher, <I>iv
Edgar S. Roseman ........................
tanley Holzman ........................
George Scheidemann .........................

1337 Mineral Spring Rd., Reading, Pa.
5401 14th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
323 Martense St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
2314 S. 21st St., Philadelphia, Pa.
143 4th Ave., East Orange, N. J.
26 Midland Ave., East Orange, N. J.
91 Ft. Washington Ave., ew York City
82 Yates Ave., Forty-Fort, Pa.
Rd., Upper Darby, Pa.
Overhill
98
20 W. Stratford Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
35 S. Maple Ave., East Orange, N. J.
Woonsocket Hill Rd., Woonsocket, R. I.
514 W. Tabor Rd., Philadelphia, Pa.
1645 Howarth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
137 Cedar St., Phillipsburg, N. _T.
1450 Walnut St., Allentown, Pa.
109 Summit Ave., Jenkintown, Pa.
808 West End Ave., New York City
728 Sarah St., Stroudsburg, Pa.
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115 B. 62nd St., New York City
Sidney Phillips ..............................
Fort Sanders Manor, Knoxville, Tenn.
James Coykendall, Jr. ..................
Lynwood Ave., Glenside, Pa.
.............................
John M. Clair, .1<1>,i_,
Wyncote, Pa.
.......................................
Kenneth C. Smith, ll<I>'"
1710 Locust St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
....................
Charles F. assau, a<I>'i'
8428 85th Rd., Woodhaven, New York City
..............
C. Alfred Tips, .1<1>-i,
8418 108th St., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
.................
Fred W. Langjahr, .1<1>-i,
54 Hadwen Rd., Worcester, Mass.
.......................
Paul E. Higgins, <1>'1'
508 Manheim St., Germantown, Phi la., Pa.
.............
Wilson K. Thomas, <l>'i'
Westown School, Westown, Pa.
G. E. Houghton ............................
625 Newland Ave., Jamestown, N. Y.
Wesley E. Broadhead ....................
6713 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
.................
James G. Ramsey, Jr., llK<I>
Dunnville, Ontario, Canada
........................
James G. Camalford, aK<I>
210 Fairhill Ave., Glenside, Pa.
Charles C. Moss .............................
West Ave., Bridgeton, N. J.
James G. Cummings ............................
.43 Ridgewood Terrace, Maplewood, N. J.
.................
Whitney Bird, <1>-v
1302 Hunting Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
..........
Edwin Wilkinson, 3rd, <1>-1,

SECOND

CHEMISTRY

Harry Brawer, ~0T ............................
...................
Richard Brehm, <I>'"
......................
Wm. R. Gutekunst, <t>'i'
..............................
James B. Jones, llK<I>
Arthur I. Kellner ............................
Theodore E. Nestler ............................
Victor J. Voss..................................

AND DYEING

60 12th Ave., Paterson, N. J.
2100 W. Venango St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1485 N. 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
184 6th Ave., Troy, N. Y.
1414 77th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Orange St., Mifflintown, Pa.
ew Briton, Bucks Co., Pa.
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<!&fftccrs
Pr.esident, B. STUART JEWELL
Vice-President, FRED.

R. STEWART

Secretary, JOHN A. MERRIMAN
Treasurer, G. DONALD
Historian, HERBERT

MACKAY

B. LUDLUM

Athletic Director, GEORGE W. HODGESON

Hearkening back to that strange and yet eventful day in September, 1925,
when a new class, filled with new ideas, new hopes and intermingled feelings of
awe and confidence, filed through the portals at Broad and Pine, ye scribe sets
himself the task of penning the chronicle of the Freshman Class.
As a class, we were small in number. Yet despite this handicap, the selfsame
spirit that has no nobly asserted itself in Freshman classes of former years was
wholly intact at the start and manifested itself throughout the entire term in the
various social and athletic activities of the school as well as an earnest endeavor
on the part of most of us to attend to our scholastic standing. Thus was born
a policy that could not be more fitting: "Quality not Quantity!"
Our roster, though small, numbered men from Maine to Texas, representing
the chief textile centers of the Nation, including Rhode Island. A few foreign
students were also included in our midst to learn how the great business of textiles
is conducted in America.
Of course, none of us knew each other from the very first, but then there
is something tangible in that expression, "The City of Brotherly Love," and after
the first few days most of us caught on and began to know each other. Then
we had our class humorists to help matters along, and under the stress of their
witticisms an atmosphere of congeniality and comradeship gradually developed
to relieve much of the monotony and routine of classes.
After our first real get-together meeting, which proved to be about as hectic
a gathering as a mob at a Spanish bull fight, and during the course of which we
succeeded in picking a few officers, despite the fact that the sergeant-at-arms (if
there was any) passed out after the first thirty seconds, matters ran along
smoothly until the Thanksgiving holidays. Then came the usual exodus of those
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who were fortunate enough to live within a reasonable radius of Philadelphia.
After this brief respite from the intricacies of yarn manufacture and the mysteries of textiles in general, the common trend lay in thoughts and plans for
the impending Christmas vacation. Such is Iife ! For the Freshmen anyway.
Athletics, in the form of basket-ball, claimed a goodly portion of the Freshmen during the winter months. Wooley, Rogers and Cushman of the Freshman
class cavorted about the courts for Textile and displayed a very worthy brand
of playing skill. On the whole we have very pleasing prospects for next year in
the line of basket-ballers.
Along with the usual influx of Spring Fever, that rides rampant at a certain
period every year, came the call for baseball, track and tennis. Needless to state,
the Freshman class was represented in these sports as well as in basket-ball. With
Hodgson and Lindsay on the baseball team, Wooley on the track team and
Mandeville and Cavanaugh in tennis, it can safely be said that the class has done
its share of the work in sports activities and all augurs well for the coming year.
All in all, it was a very successful and eventful year. The curtain has rung
down on our Freshman year and we have served our apprenticeship faithfully
and well. Let us, therefore, carry on and in the roles of upper classmen that we
are about to assume. look to even greater things.
FIRST

YEAR REGULAR

.432 S. 44th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
.....................
James A. Bostwick, <1>'1'
104 Manoa Rd., Brookline, Pa.
....................
Arthur G. Hedden, Jr., <1>'1'
55 Dorchester St., Worcester, Mass.
Bernard F. Kaminski ....................
Elm St., S. Dartmouth, Mass.
Robert M. Cushman ..........................
1710 Townsend Ave., New York City
Max Schuster ..........................
784 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Raymond C. Franks ...................
50 Waller Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
.....................
Frank R. Wolff, ~<I>T
. Y.
214 1st Ave., North Pelham,
.....................
Walter F. Rogers, <l>'1'
590 West End Ave., ew York City
Ephraim Witty .........................
304 Tillingham St., Allentown, Pa.
Dante P. Orcurto .........................
26 Alumni St., Providence, R. T.
...............
C. H. Wesley Mandeville, t.<I>-v
966 Social St., Woonsocket, R. l.
...................
Isadore R. Schwartz, ~<I>T
538 Grove St., Montclair, N. J.
........................
George D. Mackey, <I>'l'
Yale, Mich.
........................................
Merton A. Morrison, <I>-v
50 Hamlet Ave., Woonsocket, R. I.
Edward R. Woolley ......................
1820 W. Venango St., Philadelphia, Pa.
James M. Kavanagh ...................
92 Lincoln St., Montclair, N. J.
....................
Edwin C. Cruikshank, t.K<I>
99 Leland Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Harold Sunshine .......................
551 W. 170th St., New York City
Joseph A. Golden ..........................
5011 Major Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Fred J. Kaeding ..............................
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139 N. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.
..........
Herbert B. Ludlum, Jr., <1>'1'
150 W. 55th St., New York City
..................
George R. Griswold, Jr., <1>'1217 Hoffman Ave., Oil City, Pa.
Herbert Abt ................................
FIRST YEAR SILK
.405 N. 57th St., Paterson, N. J.
Jacob Rosenstock ...........................
164 S. 69th St., ew York City
Alexander Epting ............................
118 E. 54th St., New York City
John Ashley Merriman, <I>'¥. ..................
449 Morris St., Albany, N. Y.
.......................
Lewis I. Rosenberg, :::<1>T
.409 Franklin St., W. Reading, Fa.
..................
Frederick R. Stewart, <I>'¥
60 S. Delancey St., Atlantic City, . J.
Venantino A. Oswald ..................
FIRST YEAR WOOL
1491 Felton Rd., S. Euclid, Ohio
........................
Lewis R. Taylor, ilK<l>
625 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.
..................
Bertram S. Jewell, <1>,i,446 N. Braddock St., Winchester, Va.
....................
Paul L. Dunham, <1>'1'
6229 Carpenter St., Philadelphia, Pa.
..................
H. Herbert Miller, l:<l>T
. Y.
19 Archer St., Mt. Vernon,
..................
Charles R. Shaw, Jr., -'>K<l>
.4138 Reiss Rd., Baltimore, Md.
Palmer J. McCloskey ........................
FIRST YEAR COTTON
. J.
.440 Washington Ave., Grantwood,
................
Harold M. Veit, -'><I>'¥
Tex.
Worth,
Ft.
Ave.,
Sarnels
761
..................
George W. Hodgson, ..'><J>([,
10 Clarkson St., Ansonia, Conn.
..........................
Frank S. Clark, <1>'1'
. Y.
Ave., Brooklyn,
Gravesend
1601
Harry Turkenich ......................
Va.
Suffolk,
Ave.,
Brewer
130
Robert Hume .................................
Va.
Richmond,
920 Park Ave.,
Coleman Wortham, Jr .........................
Conn.
Norwich,
231 Broadway,
Arno Weber .................................
243 Bloomfield Ave., Passaic, N. J.
.......................
T. A. Morrow, '1<1>'1'
FIRST YEAR CHEMISTRY AND DYEING
322 Broadway, Paterson, N. J.
...........................
l:<l>T
Brawer,
Sidney
S. Tryon St., Charlotte, N. C.
813
...................
M'1'
Jr.,
Robert E. Buck,
Windsor St., Reading, Pa.
W.
160
...........................
Carroll S. Dick
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Magee
1008
.........................
Edward C. Haack
Ave., Glenside, Pa.
Oakdale
W.
19
...................
<1>'1'
Edward T. Warner,
FIRST YEAR SPECIAL CHEMISTRY AND DYEING
River Rd., Hackensack, N. J.
........................
\Vm. Taulby Rankin, <1>'1r
Mt. Dora, Florida
................................
Walter James Johnson, <J>>J,
. Y.
12 Oak St., Newburgh,
Arthur N. Patterson ...........................
SPECIAL DYEING
foseph Lindsey, Jr ...........................................
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jljasketball
NELSON

T.

WRIGHT,

Captain

ARTHUR

0.

ERKST,

lvlanager

The first call for basketball candidates brought out twenty men. The process of reducing the squad to eight men was a most difficult task as four of last
year's letter men and several good freshmen were out for positions.
A most promising season was looked forward to, with Captain Wright, Gutekunst, Luban, and Grossman of last year's team, and the new men. Wooley,
Rogers, Kavanaugh, and Cushman, rounding out the squad. The freshmen soon
proved their ability and a smooth working combination was turned out.
The first game of the season against Doughty-Marsh, resulted in an overwhelming victory, 64-7, and gave the team the much-needed confidence.
The team continued to turn in victories, defeating Hahneman, Optometi-y,
and Pharmacy, in league games. We then lost two close, hard-fought games to
Physical Education of Temple University, winners of last year's City College
League. After these reverses the team pulled together and won the remainingleague games, thus securing second place among the City Colleges.
In two other important games we were forced to accept defeat, U. of P.
Junior varsity and Villanova College both coming out on the long end of the
score after hard-fought contests.
A great deal of credit goes to Captain Wright and his team. Lacking a
coach and the necessary time for practice, and despite the fact that all the
games were played on foreign courts, the team has concluded a most successful season.
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f}jaseball
PAUL

G.

SEARS,

Captain

STEPHEN

J.

STROOCK,

Manager

With six veterans back, the call for candidates brought out a wealth of
material, making the prospects for a successful season very bright. The few
vacancies due to graduation were soon filled, although it was very hard to find
men who could replace such players as Captain Brick, Mitchell and Neubauer
of last year's team.
Sears, who was one of last year's mainstays, has been elected to pilot this
year's aggregation. He is holding down his old position at short in fine style.
The pitching staff this year is the weakest that it has been for sev,eral
seasons. Having only two dependable men, Connelly, one of last year's squad,
and Tips, a new find, to carry on the burden. They will be well backed up by
Hodgson, a freshman, who has promise of developing into a great catcher.
The rest of the infield berths are being taken care of by last year's veterans. Connelly, alternating at first; Kay, second base; Harding and Musson
covering the hot corner.
In the outfield we have Moran, Lindsay, Ramsey and Chesney. All four
field well and are good on the offensive, Lindsay in particular being a powerful
hitter.
Eleven games have been arranged by Manager Stroock. The first with
Villanova College was canceled because of wet grounds, and four have been
played. Three resulted in defeats, Drexel winning by a score of 6-0 and Ursinus
taking the next by a 4-2 count. The next game was won by Delaware University, but only after a hard-fought contest. Leading by a 3-0 score until the
seventh, we were just beaten out in the closing innings. Score, 3-4.
The fourth game resulted in our first victory of the season. Moravian College, being the victim, was defeated by a score of 11-6. The team played great
ball and gave Connelly airtight support.
The squad is now working moothly with every man fighting for his job,
and it is hoped that they have hit their stride. If so, they will give a good
account of themselves in the remaining games scheduled, which are as follows:
Temple University, St. Joseph's College, Penn. Military College, Stevens Institute, chuylkill College and Drexel Institute.
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WILLIAM

H.

HORN,

F.

Captain

STILLMAN

RICHARDSON,

Manager

The tennis team of this year promises to be one of the best that Textile has
turned out for several seasons. The number of ardent tennis fans among the
student body is increasing with each year, thus giving the coach a greater number of players to select from.
At the first call for spring practice, fifteen men signed up for the squad,
but little is known of the quality of the new men, the weather preventing the
usual try-outs, which are held each year to determine those who are to represent
the school.
The veterans of last year's team are Captain Horn, Barton, Dixon and
Musson. The only promising freshmen known at this time are Kavanaugh and
Mandeville, the former having played third singles at Catholic High School last
year.
The lack of good weather has seriously handicapped the team, but as soon
as conditions permit, practice will be held in Fairmount Park.
Manager Richanlson deserves credit for his efforts in arranging the follovving schedule, which is most attractive and one of the best in years.
TEN

'IS

Sn-rEDULE-1926

Drexel Institute ........................................
St. Joseph's College .....................................
Haverford College .....................................
Pennsylvania Military College ..............................
Moi-avian College .......................................
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April 10th
April 24th
April 28th
May 1st
May 12th
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~rack
WALTER

J.

JOHNSON,

Captain

SPE rcER

B.

0RELUP,

1\Ia11ager

Textile crashed through with a decisive victory in the City College event
at the Penn Relays this year for the fourth time in the past five years.
The team consisted of Smith, Brodhead, Houghton and Johnson, maintaining
the lead throughout and turning in good time for the mile.
Textile al o competed in several dual meets during the season, and although
the team did not bring home a victory, the individual achievements are a sure
igr. Orelup was on
sign that the Textile track team is one of the "comers."
school. Johnson,
the
of
the job and our squad was the largest in the history
Rumore,
Franks,
Smith, Houghton, Wooley, Broadhead, Roux, Spiezeman,
events,
track
the
in
Textile
Daniels, Stewart, Breuer and Cushman represented
in the
points
in
elson, Wright, Cadmus, Hodgson and Pohlers brought
and
shot, discus, hammer and javelin.
The team practiced for the greater part on the field of Northeast High
School, and Lou Speiler, the Meadowbrook coach, acted in the same capacity
for us.
A most successful season is predicted for the coming year under the leadership of Capt. Smith.
TRACK SCHEDULE 1926
March
March
April
April
April
May

27-City College Championship ......
31-St. Joseph's College ............
.
14--Univ. of Delaware ............
.
Institute ............
17-Drexel
Relays. ·······-·······
23-Pennsylvania
.
College ............
I-Villanova
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R.

President
Vice-President
S. B. MussoN, Secretary
KENNETH
SMITH,
Treasurer
WILLIAM
TAYLOR, 1st year Director
E. H. KLEPPINGER, 2nd year Director
J. L. LANDAU, 3rd year Director

EMIL

MILTON

PoHLERS,

ABRAMS,

As the year draws to a close and we look back on our everyday life during
the year, the first thing thought of is the Textile Club. It is the place where all
good fellows get together at noon and after four o'clock to enjoy a game of
pool, a perusal of one of the many magazines or textile newspapers, or just for
a friendly "session" with the rest of the fellows.
The pool tables cannot go without mention, for the games played on them
are unique. Any number of men are allowed to shoot and each is given a pill
with a number on it to denote his turn for a poke at the little elusive spheres.
After several weeks of practice a pool tournament was held. There were
quite a number of entrants and competition was keen. The matches were played
in the afternoons after school, and large galleries remained to see them. The
finals were played between "Red" Kay and "Willie" Gartenberg, the latter finally winning after a tight game. A like tournament was played during the first
part of March and the same two men were in the finals. "Willie" remained
champion of 1926.
During lunch hour there are usually several games of checkers and chess
going on and everyone who likes to play these games thinks he's good until Mr.
Naab comes along and shows him different.
Under the auspices of the Club we have enjoyed two dances this year,
both being held in the Gold Room of the Hotel Adelphia. For the first dance
"Chase's Collegians" furnished us with the tunes of the day. It was a vivacious
scene, and many a young charmer fell under the spell of "somebody else's girl."
At the second dance the "Boston Night Club Orchestra" was engaged and again
we made merry to the melodies of the moment played in tip-top style. Both
were great attractions for the fair sex, despite the reign of General Butler and
his horse brigade.
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Regular meetings are held once a month and it is here that every man in
school may voice his opinion regarding current business. All dances, matters
pertaining to aithletics, and other subjects related to the Club, are discussed and
decided upon here.
To speak of the student activities of the school and not mention the name of
our friend and advisor, Richard S. Cox, would be to tell only half the story.
His active interest and good advice have been invaluable, not only to the Club,
but to the Athletic Council and the staff of the "Analysis" as well, and it is our
sincere hope that the student body will continue to show its appreciation of his
efforts in their behalf by supporting all school functions in a whole-hearted
manner.
Emil Pohlers has ably presided over the meetings of the Club the past
year, and it is to him and the various committees that have served with him
that we owe one of the most successful years in the history of the Textile Club.
M. S. C.
The social season for Textile has been a gay assortment of colorful affairs.
breaking into the routine of school endeavor. Many were the dates made and
unmade; and many a romance, too.
One of the high lights of the season was the Inter-Fraternity Dance held
at the Hotel Walton early in the winter. It was a joyful affair, and to the syncopatin' rhythm many forms of the terpischorean art were observed. It was a
great success not only as a dance but as an inter-fraternity function.
Following this came the many and various fraternity dances, all of them
affairs of merry-making, and full of the spirit of the dance.
The grand finale of the season was the "Whatnot," a school banquet inaugurated last year by the "Crowfoot," an honorary society of the school. The
affair was run jointly by the Crowfoot and the Textile Club, and was by far the
happiest function of the year.
A very fine speaker was procured, and the features of the banquet were
many and varied.
The supper itself was splendid, and no doubt accounted for the general
"good spirits." We feel that the social year has been one of many successes
and know that next year will show an even greater number of merry functions.
J. R. L.
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1!\eltaJsappa~bi jfraternitp
Founded at Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering,
Incorporated

in 1905-Publication,

1899

"Bulletin"

M. N. Roux
Consul

J. A.

BETTES

Pro-Consul

D.

w. WILLS

Annotator

C. A.

McGLATHERY

Custodian
S. B. 0RELUP
Scribe
S. B. Musson
W. R. Stuckey
J. B. Jones
M. N. Wattis
H. C. Hartzell
J. A. Blair
T. R. Hughes
P. F. Tilton
E. H. Kleppinger
F. P. Delahanty
J. F. Moran
Paul Rumore

J. G. Ramsey,

Jr.
F. S. Richardson
R. E. Connelly
J. G. Camelford
F. S. Haslam
E. C. Cruickshank
A. E. Lehman
J. J. Fellis
R. L. Taylo1V. W. Smith
C. R. Shaw, Jr.
W. H. Smith
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jfraternitp

~~i

1!\elta~bi

Founded at the Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering,

1901

®ffittrs
CHARLES

w. METCALF

President
C. ALFRED TIPS
Vice-President

w. LANGJ

FREDERICK

AHR

Secretary

F. NASSAU
Treasurer

CHARLES

HAROLD

M.

VEIT

Chaplain

R. L. Krause
J. M. Clair
A. M. orns
K. C. Smith

R. E. Buck
G. W. Hodgson
C. W. Mandeville, Jr.
T. A. Morrow
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~bi ~.si jf raternitp
Founded at Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering,
Publication, "Phi Psi Quarterly"

1903

®fficers
A. BREUER
President

EMORY

NELSO

T.

WRIGHT

Vice-President
GORDON

w. KEEGAN

Secretary
A. McCREA
Treasurer

GEORGE

WILSON

K.

THOMAS

Assistant Treasurer
PAUL

E.

HIGGINS

Senior Warden
JOH
R. BUDLEMAN
Corresponding S ecr,etary
T

Emil R. Pohlers
Roger R. Longbottom
John W. R. Harding, Jr.
Walter J. Johnson
Reuben B. Rapp
Joseph A. Horlacher
George R. Griswold
Whitney Bird
William H. Horn
Edwin Wilkinson, 3rd
William J. Hall, Jr.
William R. Gutekunst
Frank S. Clark

Herbert B. Ludlum, Jr.
James A. Bostwick
Merton A. Morrison
Arthur G. Hedden. Jr.
Walter F. Rogers
George D. Mackey
Frederick R. Stewart
John A. Merriman
Bertram S. Jewell, Jr.
Pa_ul L. Dunham
Edward T. Warner
William T. Rankin
Richard H. B1·ehm
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~igma llbi mau jfr aternitp
Founded at Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering, 1915
Founded 1917

®ffictt.5
I. MENDEL
Counsellor

WILLIAM

L.

JACK

LANDAU

Vice-Counsellor
STANLEY

FOLKMAN

Exchequer
LoYD

0PPINHEIMER

Warden
MORRIS

SPEIZMAN

Corresponding Scribe
MILTON

M. ABRAMS

Scribe
Richard Wolff
Lewis Rosenburg
Isadore Schwartz
Sidney Brawer

Harry Brawer
Carol Bondy
Stanley Folkman
Stanley Holzman
Herbert Miller
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HUMOR

He said she was a beauty
With a wealth of golden hair.
And he said it was his duty
To take her to the affair.
But he had, it seems, already
Asked another to the dance.
And he came to me and gave me
What he called a lifetime chance.
So I said that I would take her
Just to save him from disgrace.
For I thought I'd have a fine time
With the best girl in the place.
But I'm sadly disappointed
And that boy I'd like to kill.
For if she had not been double-jointed
She would have filled the bill.
'Tm fast, a
As her
"I'm slow,"
"You're

little flapper said,
wrist watch she eyed.
said Haage, consulting his.
right, said she, and sighed.

YouNG WIFE: If this is an all-wool mg, why is it labeled "Cotton"?
TEXTILE STUDENT(confidentially) : That, madam, is to deceive the moths.
MussoN ( to Mr. Jennings) : is it true that sheep are the dumbest animals?
MR. JENNINGS (absent-mindedly) : Yes, my lamb.
GROSSMAN:I hear Wilmer has a new suit.
MORAN: Naw, he's only had his hair cut.
Headline in local paper:
NEW MENACE TO COMMUNITY
BLAIR BUYS A FORD
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~IU.lf\RD
STUARTJ'EWfll
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It is rumored that Pohlers had an attack of yellow fever from s1gn111g
yellow cards.
PROF. NAAB: When analysing hosiery what are the first pointers to look for?
McCREA: Determine whether it is full or half full, sir.
PROF. LOCKWOOD(before an exam): For the benefit of those who have
been studying from old exams this was taken from the one given the class
of 1916.
CLASS (in unison): We were reamed!
MR. ALGEO: What are you doing?
GRISWOLD: Painting a broken plain weave.
PROF. GooDAVAGE(in dyeing quiz): How do Smith Drum
BRIGHT FRE TIMM,: Pretty good if you keep them oiled.

Iachines work?

About a year after Bob was married his wife said to him one night: "Bob,
you do not speak as affectionately to me as you did when we were first married.
I fear you have ceased to love me."
"Cease to love you?" growled Bob. "There you go again. Why I love you
more than life itself.
ow shut up and let me read the Pretzel Gazette."
COYKENDALL(watching the construction of a new gasoline station) : Boay,
I sez, these N oarthern folks is sho intelligent.
METCALF: How you all 'rive at sech a reduction, Martin?
COYKENDALL:Daw gone, they knows jest what lots to dig fer to git gasoline.
Laugh, and the class laughs with you.
Laugh, and you laugh alone.
First when the joke is Algeo's,
Last when the joke's your own.
PROF. ALGEO: What does this mean? Someone just called the office and
said you were sick, and couldn't come to class today.
STUCKY: Ha-ha! the joke's on him. He wasn't supposed to call until
tomorrow.
STUDENT (watching the famous Rube Walberg padding machine work):
You run that pretty fast.
PROF. BERTOLET: Oh, yes, the C. & D. Department has lots of speed.
STUDENT: Um-humm, all speed and no control.
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It is an olden art,
Warp and weft in the loom;
Cloths of gold for the mart,
Cloths where the colors bloom;
Art of the men who spin
Gossamer silks and strong;
Cotton clean from the gin ;
Wools that are white and long;
Craft of the men who ply
Colors of every hue;
Yellow and purple dye,
Orange and Tyrol blue.
Then it's the weaver's art
Enhancing with design,
Cloths of gold for the mart;
Fabrics soft and fine.
Have you seen the colors of sunset caught
According to laws that the chemist brought,
Dyed in the fabric, so fast and clean,
Woolen, worsted, or silken sheen?
Have you set your workers, fine and true,
Comb and fancy and ring doffs too?
Have you heard the hum of the busy card
As the slubbing came off, yard and yard?
Have you heard the spindles' whirring song
As they fill the bobbins all day long,
And the rhythmic clack of the picker stick
As the shuttles take through pick for pick?
Have you felt the swing of the lay to hand
As the loom wove out the cloth you'd planned?
Have you known the pride of planning long
A cloth of beauty, soft and strong?
Have you had it come as the mind had wrought,
Product of faith, and strength and thought?

Pagfl
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Have you? well-there's
a recompense
Greater than just the dollars and cents;
Greater than fame, or wealth or youthA reward of service and value and truth.
And sure as a spindle turns, it's a game
Worth the playing, and worth the name
Of art, and all that art implies,
To the world that uses, sells and buys.
JOHN R. BUDELMAN.
WOERNER: Tell us about the army mules, Lyster.
LYSTER (very much flustered): Don't get personal.
PROF. BYLER: Are you
STUDENT (rising): Do
BYLER: Very well, you
STUDENT: Oh */~-, I

reading the answer to this question from the book?
you mean to insinuate that I would cheat!
may go on with the answer.
lost the place.

Opened by mistake ( the hydrogen-sulphide generator) :
BLAIR: Mr. Byler, call the roll, I think somebody died.
CLARK: I was out to the Zoo yesterday, and the monkeys gave me the laugh.
WoRTIIAM: That's to be expected.
CLARK: I want you to go out there with me tomorrow.
WORTHAM (hesitatingly):
Why?
CLARK: To give the monkeys a laugh.
BYLER: Have you your hands in your pockets?
RUMORE: A gentleman doesn't put his hands in his pockets.
BYLER: I took that into consideration.
JOHNSON: What's worse than a rainy Sunday in Philadelphia.
BucK: Two rainy Sundays in Philadelphia.
WATTIS: How was your date last night, Mac?
ADRIAN C. : Oh, she'll do in a pinch.
W ATTIS: Do what?
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m;btJ,istorp of m;extilt
Way back when first the world began,
When Adam was the only man,
And beauteous Eve the only she,
They cared not what the world might see.
But Adam did an apple eat
Which changed his disposition sweet.
And so he picked from nearby trees
Some cloths for both, a bunch of leaves.
But winter came, as winter will,
And with it came the winter's chill
That dried the leaves and made them fall.
And then they had no clothes at all.
But Adam was resourceful, quite,
And so he made to Eve's delight
A bit of cloth from strips of wood,
It clothed them both just as it should.
And on that day the textile trade
Was started, for demand was made.
But daily now demand gets less.
They'll soon go back to leaves, I guess.
A. 0. E.
Oh, shed a tear for Scot McCrea,
His partner's out again today.
And drop another for Stephen Musson,
Mr. Giese caught him cussin.
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BREUER: I wish I was a monkey in the Zoo.
WRIGHT: Go ahead, "sing it, Dan."
BREUER: Caush then I'd have bars all around me.
Heard in a weave-forrnation class: Don't bring in any wood tonight, Sonny,
Pop's coming home with a load.
PROF. NAAB (on board ship) : I'm getting so sick; I don't know what to do.
PROF. GrnsE: Don't worry, you'll do it.
WOERNER: I would have done better m my finals, but I sat next to my
partner, and he didn't know much, either.
Do we remember:
The supply room?
Hand-weaving notes?
The drawing-in room?
Mr. Wilson's window?
The smoky noon-hour?
Free-hand drawing?
Wool-grading lectures?
Those problems on the gill-box?
Riding the card-cutters?
The cotton mule ?
The woolen mule?
The stairs to 302 ?
The trip across the campus?
Power-weaving notes?
E. Willie's lectures?
The antique gong on the campus?
Room 17?
I'll say we do!
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the exercise, with infinite
care, of principles established through
research and supplemented by painstaking experimentation, the U. P. D.W., in
its artful treatments of Fine Fabrics, holds
a true course toward perfection.
HR~UGH

The mark of our service may be accepted
as a beacon, guiding all who seek the
atmosphere of quality.

Unit~dPiece Dye Works
DYERS, PRINTERS, FINISHERS OF TEXTILE FABRICS
IN THE PIECE

SCIENTIFIC WEIGHTING

LODI

~

~

, _ SKEIN DYEING

NEW JERSEY

N.-w York 0/fiu: 1,2 MADISON
...,)tilb:
LOOI AND HA'1VTH0RNE. N. J.

AVENUE

WtldmaJtn 'Di-vilio,11:
PATERSON. N J. ANO ALLENTOWN, PA.

\\bdd
'lextile
Established 1868

Published Every Saturday

Vol.
BRAGDON,

LORD

& NAGLE Co.

334 Fourth Ave., New York

Subscription

$4 a Year
Also Publishers of

The Official American
Textile Directory
The American Directory
of the Knitting Trade
The Consolidated
Textile Catalog
Textile Advance News
Textile & Technical Books
TEXTILE ·woRLD
-a weekly magazine for those interCovers
ested in textile manufacture.
all branches of the industry-cotton,
wool, knit goods, silk, dyeing, bleaching and finishing.
It includes technical articles by the
market reports
foremost authorities,
from all trading centers and news of
the industry gathered from all parts
of the world. A "Questions and Answers" department- is conducted, in
by subsubmitted
which questions
scribers are accurately answered.

TEXTILE
recognized
Authority."

No.

is universally
WORLD
Textile
as the "World's

TEXTILE BOOKS
book
We carry every worth-while
printed in the English language.
Any book will be sent to a subscriber
on three
WORLD
of TEXTILE
days' approval.
Write for free book catalog.·

TEXTILE
DIRECTORIES
TEXAMERICAN
The OFFICIAL
published anTILE DIRECTORY,
nually, contains a list of all the Texin the United
tile Manufacturers
States, Canada and Mexico, together
with their officers, product, machinery, selling agents, whether dyehouse
maps
or not, etc.; also twenty-five
showing location of mill towns; list
machinery,
of mills with worsted
Yarn Trade, etc. Price of Standard
Edition ( small size, flexible covers),
(attractively
$3.00. Office Edition
bound in board covers for office use),
$4.00.
DIRECTORY
AMERICAN
The
TRADE conOF THE KNITTING
the same informatains substantially
tion as the Official, but is limited to
knitting mills. Price, $2.00.
Either of the above directories, when
WORLD,
ordered with TEXTILE
can be purchased at $1 .00 discount.

Cost Cutters for
the Textile Industry
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"American"

Pressed Steel Warper and

Slasher Beam Heads-strong,

light

and durable.
"American"

Pre~sed Steel Shaft Hang-

ers-strong,
"American"

rigid, true.
Steel Split Pulleys.

Special literature

explaining each prod-

uct awaits your request.

The American Pulley Company
]\l[,µnufacturers of Stl'rl Split Pull!!ys, Prrssed
Steel S!,aft /Ia11gers and Pressed Steel S!,apes

4200 Wissahickon

Ave.

Philadelphia

f>.M~~f'
•1!S"'i
HANGERS

===PATENTED=====

PULLEYS
PATENTED===
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Co111pfi111e11ts of

TIRRELL BROS.
SILK CORP.

111£/IJ

N. Y. Office

Phillipsburg, N. J.
Milford, N. J.

345 Fourth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

~

JOHNSON& BASSETT,INC.
Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

1870-1926

Wool Spinning Mules of Highest Standard
Leads in Production
Low Upkeep Cost

Spindles of All Kinds
of
High Grade Steel and Accurately

1ade

Rope and Banding of Finest Qnalit 1

1

CO 1SCLT WITH

SON YOUR SPIN:--Jl~G ROOl\1 REQCIREl\IENTS

0

SAVE MONEY

by

using
JACOBS LOO 1 STRAPP! JGS AND SUPPLIES
Tf/hy Buy Inferior

Goods?

Practically the same price will buy Jacobs
"Verybest" Lug Straps, one of
which will outwear any
two 1 eat her
ones;
Jacobs
XXCY
and
other
Doll
Pickers, w i 11
outwear any
other make. •
Why buy -an
inferior leather Loop Picker? J a c o b s
New Patented,
Reversible
Loop Pickers
w i 11 outwear
leather two to
one.
Look at this
cut, pick out
those articles
you use and
write
for
Taco b s catalogue
and
samples.
•

Any
leading
supply house,
or

E. H. JACOBS MANUFACTURING CO.
SOUTHERN

DANIELSO , CONN.
FACTORY BRANCH, CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

. I

HENDERSON & CO., INC.

Wool Merchants

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

NATIONAL DYES

National

Aniline & Chemical Company,

Inc.

40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y.
Boston

Philadelphia

San Francisco

Providence

Charlotte

Toronto

Hartford

Chicago

Montreal

"

C 01npliments of

Stewart

•

Silk Co., Inc.
16-22 EAST 34TH. STREET
New York City

"'

•I

What This Concentration
.

I
f

of Resources

/

◄

Means to
Dyestuff Users

..

N

EVER before in the history of the industry have
dyestuff consumers been offered a service such as
this. It has been made possible only by pooling the
accumulated experience of dye manufacturers who have
always•rendered the best service to dyestuff consumers.
Some of these dyestuff manufacturing
plants were
founded almost a century ago, and there is available the
sum of the skill and experience of these leaders.
Quality dyes such as marketed by this company are
the result of intensive and continuous research and assure
the textile industry of dependable dyes unsurpassed in fastness properties.

GENERAL DYESTUFF CORPORATION
230 FIFTH A VE., NEW YORK
Boston, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Providence, R. I.

•

Chicago, Ill.
San Francisco, Cal.
Charlotte, N. C .

CHAS.

J. WEBB

SONS CO.

Incorporated

Commission Merchants
Importers and Dealers

PHILAQELPHIA, PA.

·*

Automatic
Fancy
Box Looms

( +xl Box Wide Silk Loom)

For Weaving Practically
Every Known Fa bric

CROMPTON

& KNOWLES
WORCESTER,

PROVIDENCE,

R. I

PI-IILADELPHJA,PA.

~

Southrm

WORKS

MASS.

ALLENTOWN,
S. B. ALEXANDER,

LOOM

PATERSON,

PA.

Manager,

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

N. J.

NATIONAL
SILK DYEING
COMPANY
5 COLT ST.

PATERSON, N. ].

SKEIN and PIECE DYERS
FINISHERS and PRINTERS
NEW YORK SALESROOM
102 MADISON AVE.
WORKS
PATERSON, N. J.
DUNDEE LAKE, N. J.
ALLENTOWN, PA.
WILLIAMSPORT,
PA.
Canadian Branch

DOMINION

SILK DYEING AND FINISHING
DRUMMONDVILLE,

P. Q., CANADA

CO., Limited
•

THE

American
Made
Dyestuffs

NEWPORT
COLORS

Newport dyestuffs set a standard
of high guality.
Every vrocess frnm the mining of
the coal to the making of the finished
color is under our own control. Careful control throughout insures the
excellence of the finished vi·oduct.
We are America's
J)remier vroducers of Vat colors-the well-known
Anthrene Series.

"COALTO DYESTUFF"

NEWPORT CHEMICAL WORKS, Inc.
PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY
Branch
Boston,
Chicago,

Ill.

Mass.

Offices and vVarehouses:
Philadelphia,

Greensboro,

Pa.
N. C.

Providence,

R. I.

Greenville,

..

C.

0

I. REIFSNYDER SON & CO.
Wool Merchants
PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

ASHlKO

\\·ooLEN

CARDS-48"

PRODl'CING

\\'IDE

X 5411 DIAMETER

96 GOOD ENDS

WOOLEN CARDS
TAPE CONDENSERS
INTERMEDIATE FEEDS
FIRST BREAKER FEEDS
METALLIC BREASTS

Bl'ILT

BY

CASHIKO MACHINE COMPANY
OFFICE

WINONA

AND WORKS

ST., OFF SHREWSBURY

ST.

WORCESTER,

l\IASS.

wi

L W. PACKARD& COMPANY
Woolen Nlanufacturen

ASHLAND,

N. H.

PACKARD MILLS, Inc.
WEBSTER,

0

lVIASS.

S. STROOCK & CO., INC.
315 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

GILBERT & BACON
1624 Chestnut Street

The
Official

PHOTOGRAPHERS
1926

Analysis

wi

T

HE Pennsylvania
and
Museum
School of Industrial
Art takes this space as
contribution to1 ts
ward the success of
the 1926 Analysis

wi

HUNTER
Manufacturing & Commission Co.
New York City

58-60 Worth Street
Selli11g Agmts

for

Southern Cotton Mills
FABRICS FOR HOME AND EXPORT

Sole Distributors
To the Jobbing and Wholesale Trade for the

Durham Hosiery Mills
Domestic

Boston
Greensboro
Baltimore
Atlanta
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Dallas

Branch

Offices
Phil adel phi a
Chicago
Cleveland
San Francisco
Kansas City
Los Angeles

Foreign Offices and Agencies
London, England
Havana, Cuba
Athens, Greece
Buenos Aires, Argentine
Sydney, Australia
Caracas, Venezuela
Melbourne, Australia
Lima, Peru
Barranquilla, Colombia Panama City, Panama
Guatemala City, Guatemala Bogota, Colombia

Compliments

of

A. Wimpfheimer & Bro., Inc.
460 FOURTH

AVE UE

NEW YORK CITY
JEW YORK

~

S. ABRAHAMS& CO.
Uniforms
Juniper

& Vine Streets

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Howland Croft, Sons & Co.
Linden
Worsted Mills

Samuel
George
llarold
Cordon
llowland

Alanu/acturers

G. Croft
Bristle, Jr.
S. Bottomley
F. Bottomley
W. Bottomley

of

Fine Wor ted Yarns in the Grey and in All Color
Office and _vfi/1s: Broadway and Jefferson

ve., CA 1DEN,

.

J.

High Speed
Ribbon Looms
and Looms for Weaving Cotton
and Silk Tape , Labels and
\Vebbing; Asbestos Brake Lining; and Cotton Belting.
"G reates/ Earning Power per JI our"

Hydro Extractors
equipped with electric motor, belt,
or steam turbine drive.

elf-Balancing

Ball-Bearing

FLETCHER WORKS
Formerly

Schaum & Uhlinger

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.,

U. S. A.

NICETOWN DYE WORKS
Dyers of Knitting and Weaving Yarns,
\Vool rawstock, and Worsted Tops.

0 ffice and ff/ orks
Orthodox and Belgrade Sts.,

BRIDESBURG, PHILA., PA.

JacquardCardCutting Machines
of Dependable Accuracy
Royle

Card-cutters,

Repeaters

embody

economy

in

Lacer
every

the

and
known

preparation

of

jacquard cards.
Ask for a copy of "The Royle Repeater" for your technical book helf.
The Automatic

JOHI

Repealer

ROYLE & so JS, PATERSO

'

.

J.

UPON

STU

A trademark that is accepted by the
textile industry as a guarantee of quality
and leadership in dyestuff production.

E. L du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
Dyestuffs Department
WILMINGTON

DELAWARE

Drying, Carding &
Garnett Machines
PROCTOR & SCHWARTZ, INC.
PHILADELPHIA

WI
CHARLES~

§J

COMPANY

617 ARCH STREET

Makers of Leather Belting
IMPORTERS

OF LEATHER
"BONDURAL"

"BONDARON"

FOR TEXTILE

INDUSTRIES

for Picker Straps

for Check Straps on

ORTHROP

LOOMS

are unequalled by any other tannage.

WI

Compliments

of

Where

Personal Service Counts

MAU JEY-STEEL CO.
Try a Tasty Lunch
at Our Fountain

Cotton Yarns
CO TINE

wi

G CO.

"Quality Drugs"

237 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA,

TAL DR

PA.

BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS

WI

WI
H. CARROLL BROOKE, Sec. & Trras.

A. M. PERRY, President

EDGEWATERDYEINGAND
FINISHINGCO.
Dyeing, Finishing, Printing, N appinff
Cotton Piece Goods Exclusively
Agents
-1-080 Frankford

MYRICK & RICE
1

A,·e.

FRA 1KFORD
PHILADELPHIA

320 Broadway

EW YORK CITY

WI

DAVIS & FURBER MACHINE CO.
ESTABLISHED

360-Siiindle

Carding l\tiachines for
Card Clothing,
Woolen, Worsted, :Mohair, Asbestos, Cotton
Waste, Flax Waste, Jute Waste, Silk Waste
and Shoddy.
Garnett Breasts, Tape Condensers, Double
and Triple Apron Rubbs, Nappers for Cotton, Woolen and Knit Goods, Fearnought
Pickers.
Spinning l\Iules for any stock which can
be spun on the "·oolen principle.
Dusters,
Pickers,
Full line of Wool
Twisters, Bobbin Winders, Dressers, Reels,
Beamers, Spoolers, etc.
l\IaWoolen and Worsted
Well-made
chinery.

~I ule

c:!':Je
~tbT! 1J~,;~{:t
Ewt~'il
Condenser
11

NORTH

1832

Catalogues completely describing the items
in \\'hich you are interested \\'ill be gladly
sent on request.

ANDOVER,

lVIASS.

PHILADELPHIA FELTS
BEST BY TEST
Manufacturers

of Felts for All Grades and Purpous

PAPER MAK;ERS' FELTS FOR ALL GRADES OF PAPER
Second and Third Press Felts
"PHILADELPHIA"
Pick Up Felts

Ground Wood Felts
Sulphite and Sulphate Pulp Felts

MECHA

ICAL FELTS FOR ALL GRADES AND
FOR ALL PURPOSES

PALMER

DRYER

RUBBING FELTS
Printers
Tanners
Cotton Mills
Lace Manufacturers

FELTS FOR
Thread Manufacturers
Cabinet Manufacturers
\Vall Paper Manufacturers
Glazed Kid Manufacturers

ROLLER FELTS
Laundries
Vi'orsted Mills
Lithographers
Felt Punching Manufacturers

MOLLETON

BLANKETS

WE MAY

BE ABLE

PHILADELPHIA

TO llSSTST

YOU

FELT COMPANY

FRA1 KFORD, PHILADELPHIA,
Fitz Lee Putney,

HE JRY L. SCOTT CO.

Manufacturers

of

Testing Machines
and

Appliances

PA.

Treasurer

JOS. BRA IDT & BRO.
Manufacturers

of

Straw Braids
Millinery Trimmings
366 FIFTH AVENUE
S. E. Cor. 35th St.

Blackstone and Culver Streets

EW YORK CITY
Mill

PROVIDE

CE, R. I.

521-523 E. 72nd Street

EA VENSON & LEVERING CO.

Scouring and Carbonizing
of Wool and N oils

CAMDE
THE

,

STANDARD

Storage and Forwarding

EW JERSEY
OF WORKMANSHIP

Both in and Out of Bond

Philadelphia & Reading Railway Sidings

wi

HART
DYEING CO.
J.

S. H. Hart, Pruident
A. Brandt, Treas.
F. Speacht, /lice Pres.

SOAPS AND OIL PRODUCTS
I SURE THE RESULT

Dyers and
Finishers

Made RIGHT by graduates of
this School for every specific
textile and industrial need.

of Knitted Fabrics

Redyers of Woolen
and Worsted Piece
Goods

Laurel Soap Mfg. Co.,
INC.·
WM. H. BERTOLET

& SONS

Palmer, Hope and Howard
BLA CHARD

AND

FERRY

STREETS

PHILADELPHIA

NEW ARK, NEW JERSEY
~

Streets

NEW YORK

~~

PATERSON

Artistic Weaving Company
141-5 West 36th Street
ew York

World's Largest Manufacturers
of Woven Labels

Phone: Wisconsin 8035

Mills: Pompton Lakes, New Jersey
~

S. ROSE AU & CO.

A. T. BAKER & CO., Inc.

Braids
Manufacturers

of

Ribbons

Plushes and V elow·s

Trimmings

Darien & Noble Sts.
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Manayunk

Philadelphia

wl

◄ft'•J~&
Textile Wet Finishing Equipment
Wood, Metal and Rubber Rolls
Water Power Equipment
Quality-Service

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY
55 Mill Street, Orange,

Chicago

Dist.

Phila.

Representative

Dist.

Canadian

Representative

CO.
C. JEFFERSON
Pa.
Bldg., Philadelphia,

R.
Drexel

R. R. STREET & CO., INC.
Ill.
St.. Chicago,
. Clinton
28

Mass.

Representative

CO., LTD.
W. J. WESTAWAY
Can.
and Montreal,
Hamilton

~

~

~

*
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Rhoads T annate Belting

DYES

"CAMEL"

C

A

\\'OOLE:N

over."

Of

not

"l

make

it slip.

] t has

course,

the

is sufficient.

belt

will

would

load

for

paid

Tannate

his

of
any

believe

Belt,

the strain

itscl f twice

more

;r

some

slip

this

that

But he explains

load

carries

the

belts

"Standards Everywhere"

than

from 307 0 to 40%
used. And why should it
previously
Belt is built for just this kind
A Tannate

heh

not?

do

says

man

mill

Room

Wool Washing

/11 a Philade/pl,ia

manuexperience
years'
Fifty
facturing Quality Products, having
not only met but anticipated rehas
quirements of manufacturers,
resulted in the establishment of our
Aniline Dyes and Specialties as

John Campbell & Co.

of task.

J. E. Rhoads

ESTA BLISH ED

and Sons

35 N. Sixth St.
Philadelphia,
St.
New York, 102 Beckman
Chicago, 322 W. Randolph St.
Atlanta, 68 S. Forsyth St.
Cleveland, 1200 W. Ninth St.
Wilmington,
and Tannery,
Factory

American

Dyestuff

75 Hudson
Del.

Street,

Chicago
Bo;;ton
Providence

1876

Manufacturers

ew York
Philadelphia
Charlotte

ABERFOYLE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Dyers, Bleachers,Gassers

Mercerized Yarns
Fine Textile Fabrics
MAIN OFFICE

CHESTER, PA.
BA KERS TRUST BLDG., PHILADELPHIA
~

The

Chas. H. Elliott Co.
The Largest College Engraving
in the World

PERCY A. LEGGE

Jlouu

Commencement
Invitations
Class Day Programs
Class Pins and
Rings

Yarns

Dance

Programs and Invitations
Menus
Leather Dance Cases and Covers
Fraternity
and Class Inserts for Annuals
Fraternity and Class Stationery
School Catalogs and Illustrations
Wedding Invitations
Calling Cards

Seventeenth

Street and Lehigh Avenue
Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO

BOSTON

QOOD

machinery plays an important role in
the production
of quality
hosiery
and
underwear.
It has been the good fortune of this company,
through the building of excellent

KNITTING MACHINERY
for
HOSIERY and UNDER WEAR
To

CONTRIBUTE
To THE ADVANCEi\IENT
OF THE INDUSTRY WE SERVE

8.stahlished

18 65

§(C(Q)1f1r& WillLILirAMIS
Incorporated

366 Broadway

ew York

Horrocks & Bro.

PENDLETON
WOOLEN
C.

Frankford
Dyeing,
Bleaching
and
Finishing
ff/ orlu

P.

BISHOP,

MILLS
President

HIGH-GRADE
WESTER
WOOLENS

J

Suitings
Cloahngs
Flannels
Indian Blanlats
Bed Blanlats
Auto Robes
GE TERAL SALES OFFICES
393

Established

FRANKFORD,

FLANDERS

1821

PHILADELPHIA

ST.,

MILLS
PENDLETON,

ORE.
EUREKA,

PORTLAND,

OREGON

AT
v;TASHOUGAf.
CALIF.

1

WASH.

WINSLOW & CO., Inc.
248 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON

Foreign WOOL Domestic
Sole Selling Agents

ARMOUR
PHILADELPHIA

Sykes Brothers, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS

& CO.

Pulled Wools

135 So. Front St.

Carpet Yarns

PHILADELPHIA

Al'c.

CHICAGO

James Lees & Sons Co.
MANUFACTURERS

OF

Hancock and Huntingdon

++th & Packers

OF

Worsted & Woolen
Yarns

Sts.

BRIDGEPORT, PA.
wi

and Indanthrene

Artificial Silk Dyeing-Regular

Hosiery and Woolens

Resist Dyeing-For

HELL WIG SILK DYEING Co.
E.'iTJ\BLISIIIW

SKEIN

AND BUTTONWOOD

AND PIECE

Dyeing and Finishing

Weighting,
NINTH

1876

PHILADELPHIA,

STREETS

Heller Hardt
Hatband Company

Bates Manufacturing
Company
MAINE

LE\\IISTON,

The

Baits

l'ttt·turinl{

manuf,u·tun·s

NEW

or

FOURTI I STREET
YORK

CITY

all

111t•rdwnqualit,\
tliw:

and

SETS

~rhc~c are all goods of the sort that people may
They ,, ill hL' round
111qu1n~ about in the stort's.
fine and of full quality in c:,·e,·y
to be supremdy
fa..,t colors.
Guarantt:ed
respect.

Factory

PATERSON

for

Cli':ClfA:'IIS
11.\TES ZEl'IIYR
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CO\'ERS
TABLE
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'·BETTY
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Sl'REAIJS

IOTJ--IAVE.
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followin~
tra<les till'
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l-,IJt.•t·ialtii,.-., \\hiC'h
(•onrn1t·nd-. to bu:i, l'rs

S{/lesroo111

28-30 WEST

PA.

& EAST 19TII ST.
N.].

Bates Manufacturing
Buss,
Bo:-,ton

FABYAX
New York

Company

& Co., Selling Agents
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LOGWOOD
DYED FABRICS
Show the same deep bloomy Black
under all conditions of light.
Morning-Noon-Night
Production Cost Lowest

AMERICAN

DYEWOOD

COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE: 100 EAST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

Onyx Oil and Chemical
Company

MONTREAL
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TURKISH U",:t~~
TOWELS

JERSEY CITY, N.

J.

Turkish Towels, Wash Cloths
Bath Rugs
Colors Guaranteed Fast
lo Boiling, lo

oap, lo
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GERISO
CO.
N
for the Textile

Industry

PlllLADELPIIIA,

PA.

Right in the Heart of the Business District
HIS huge building houses
one of the largest and most
plants
complete printing
in the east. \Ve are proud of it.

T

\Ye are more than proud of our
capacity for using this large
uncommon
plant to produce
\Vinston Service has
results.
become a by-word among users
of printing.

WINSTON
BUILDING

THE

JOHN

BOOK

PRINTERS

COMPANY

C. WINSTON
AND
AND

PUBLISHERS

BIBLE

BINDERS

MANUFACTURERS

1Yinston Building-1006-10r6

Arch Street-Philadelphia
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